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ON THE COVER: George Wythe, at right, was William & Mary’s, and 
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first students at the College. Marshall went on to serve as the nation’s fourth 
chief  justice and is generally considered the greatest jurist to fill that role.
1Dear Graduates, Parents, and Friends:
We are delighted to report that the year ended June 30, 2015, was a truly 
outstanding one for the nation’s oldest law school. Once again, we set new 
records in private giving. We celebrate in these pages the alumni and friends 
whose support and friendship have enabled the Law School to thrive. 
With your generous financial support, we continue to enroll extraordinary 
students with a commitment to use their legal talents for the greater good. 
And we continue to attract and retain faculty who excel both as teachers and 
as scholars.
This year, we are expanding the Law School by constructing the new James A. 
and Robin L. Hixon Center for Experiential Learning and Leadership. This 
two-story, 12,000-square-foot building will house all of the Law School’s legal 
clinics, Legal Practice Program, and leadership activities. The Hixon Center will 
open during the fall of 2016.
In October, the College of William & Mary announced a university-wide,  
$1 billion dollar campaign. As part of this historic effort, we have set a Law 
School goal of $75 million in gifts and commitments by December 31, 2020. 
News of  the Largest Gift in Our History
The campaign announcement included news that two anonymous donors 
have generously contributed $22 million to the Law School, the largest gift in 
the Law School’s history. This gift will support student scholarships, a faculty 
teaching prize, and an annual leadership conference. William & Mary law 
students will benefit from this extraordinary gift for generations to come!
Thank you for the many ways that you support this generation of William & 
Mary law students. Our best days lie ahead of us!
Sincerely,
Message from the Dean and the Chair
Davison M. Douglas, Dean 
Arthur B. Hanson Professor of  Law
James D. Penny ’83  
Law School Campaign Chair
2By the Numbers
A new record for 
participation in a class gift 
set by the Class of 201592%
Years in a row 
you’ve helped us 
set new Annual 
Giving records 
— THANK YOU!18 Endowed scholarships made possible by the generosity of 
alumni & friends95+
Students assisted  
101 organizations in 23 states, D.C., 
and 13 countries thanks to 2015 
Summer Public Service Fellowships, 
made possible in part through the 
generosity of alumni & friends
131 First-year student is a former Major League 
Baseball player
William (“Bill”) 
Bray ’15, J.D. ’18, 
played 6 seasons 
with the Washington 
Nationals and 
Cincinnati Reds as a 
relief pitcher1
                        Cost to veterans 
for advice and counsel during 
the “Military Mondays” 
pilot program sponsored 
by Starbucks and the Puller 
6eterans Benefits Clinic
$0 Pages of scholarship published from  Oct. Óä£{ to MaÞ Óä£x in our five student-edited law journals5,980
Courtesy of  The Cincinnati Reds
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Number of countries 
in which Professor 
Paul Marcus has given 
invited lectures or made 
conference presentations
24
in National Jurist’s 2015 
assessment of the best law 
schools for practical training#19
Students and recent 
graduates received 
judicial clerkships on 
U.S. Courts of Appeals8
Professor has been a guest 
on Comedy Central’s  
The Colbert Report
Professor Allison Orr Larsen 
on Oct. 6, 2014 (to discuss 
her article, “The Trouble 
with Amicus Facts”)
1
Professors once clerked for the  
U.S. Supreme Court
Nancy Combs (for Justice Kennedy)
Allison Orr Larsen (for Justice Souter)
Alan J. Meese (for Justice Scalia)
Taylor Reveley (for Justice Brennan)
James Y. Stern (for Justice Kennedy)
5
£st place finishes LÞ our Trial 
Team in the past 5 years (including 
2015) at the prestigious Academy 
of Trial Lawyers Mock Trial 
Competition in Pittsburgh3
3Students brought home 1st place laurels in major writing competitions in 2014–2015Kevin G. Bender ’16Colleen R. Smith ’15Brian J. Focarino ’15  (for winning papers in  two competitions)
Marshall-Wythe ranked
Students  
comprise our  
J.D. Class of 2018201
4Annual Giving 2006–2015
Fundraising Totals  
2012–2015
  FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Annual Fund $1,907,660 $2,073,222 $2,303,576 $2,306,830 
Gifts-in-Kind 241,679 283,819 14,828 1,714 
Endowment Gifts 513,065 1,123,195 1,619,110 670,343 
Capital (building) 142,996 101,050 572,356 1,656,955 



































FY 2012 $40.9 million
FY 2013 $45.7 million 
FY 2014 $52.8 million 
FY 2015 $53.9 million
Alumni Donors 
2012–2015
FY 2012 1,752 
FY 2013 1,799
FY 2014 1,891 
FY 2015 2,175
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At graduation in May, Dean Douglas 
announced that the Class of 2015 
broke the all-time Law School record 
for participation in a class gift, with a 
total of 92 percent of the graduating 
class making gifts or pledges. The 
previous record was 90 percent, held 
by the Class of 2014.
º thin  can saÞ with some confidence 
that that is probably one of the highest, 
if not the highest, percentages of 
participation of any law school in the 
United States,” Douglas said. “I think it 
speaks volumes about the devotion of 
this class to their law school.”
Knowing that fundraising also involves 
fun, Co-Chairs Brian Focarino, Peter 
Vogel, and Claire Wheeler came up 
with something special to energize 
their class and maximize participation. 
Dean Douglas sacrificed his iconic 
two-decade-old mustache when the 
graduating Class of 2014 exceeded 
the prior record. This year, the dean 
offered to risk sitting in a dunk tank 
when the 3L class did the same.
Thanks to some well-placed fastballs 
from 3Ls, their last day of classes 
ended with one soaking-wet dean, 
an inspiring class gift effort, and a 
triumphant class of graduating lawyers 
who truly care about their school.
















(above) Gift Chairs, from left, Brian Focarino, Claire Wheeler, and Peter Vogel announce the class gift total at graduation. 
 
(below) Dean Douglas made good on a promise to sit in a dunk tank on the last day of  classes when class gift 












3Ls Set All-Time School Record with  
92 Percent Participation in Class Gift












* Totals include gifts made by June 30, 2015, and fi ve-year pledges.
Reunion Giving
 0  10  20 30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100
CLASS OF 1970: The 2nd annual Red Hot Reveley Award for Outstanding Class Participation in a Reunion Gift was 
presented to members of  the Class of  1970 at Alumni Weekend’s Reunion Dinner. The award, a portrait of  William & 
Mary President Taylor Reveley painted to resemble “The King of  Rock’n Roll,” goes to the reunion class that achieves the 
highest participation as of  Alumni Weekend. The theme harkens back to a “shrine” to Elvis Presley that occupied a place of  
honor in the student lounge in the 1980s and 1990s.
The original Elvis “shrine”
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Reunion Committees 2015
1965 — 50th Reunion
Co-Chairs
David P. Beach
C. Lacey Compton, Jr.
J. R. Zepkin










Conway W. Smith III
Howard P. Smith











1980 — 35th Reunion
Co-Chairs
James Frederick Ireland III
William Edward King








William Benjamin Hopkins, Jr.
Joseph F. Lagrotteria
J. Lee E. Osborne










C. Arthur Robinson II
























































John McRae Stuckey III










































Marlin Gerald Townes III
8A Home for Experiential Learning and Leadership
• W&M’s clinical program — featuring 8 clinics with more 
than 150 positions for 2L and 3L students — addresses 
the unmet legal needs of the community while 
strengthening students’ skills and sense of responsibility 
with direct client interaction. 
• The new center will house the highly regarded Legal 
Practice Program and the school’s leadership activities 
for the education of citizen lawyers. 
• An additional courtroom will allow students to prepare 
for trial work in a real-world setting. 
• VMDO Architects, headquartered in Charlottesville, 
Va., is the building’s designer, and is committed to a 
minimum goal of LEED silver for all its projects. Gilbane, 
Inc., of Providence, R.I., is managing construction. 
“The construction of  the Hixon Center for Experiential Learning and 
Leadership is an extraordinarily powerful step for us at this particular 
moment in our history. In my judgment, the Law School is in the strongest 
position it has ever been, and this gift will allow us to continue our 
forward momentum.” — DEAN DAVISON M. DOUGLAS
This year, the Law School is addressing several important 
needs through the creation of the James A. and Robin L. 
Hixon Center for Experiential Learning and Leadership. 
The project provides a new space to help students become 
practice ready as they concentrate on objective and 
persuasive writing and other practical skills necessary for 
successful careers in law. Our expanding clinics, too, will 
provide more experiential opportunities for our 2Ls and 3Ls 
to represent real clients in actual cases. 
About the Hixon Center
• The two-story, 12,000-square-foot building is projected 
to cost approximately $7 million and will be funded 
principally through private support.
• James A. Hixon ’79, M.L.T. ’80, Executive Vice 
President of Law & Corporate Relations at Norfolk 
Southern Corporation, gave a gift to support 
construction. Hixon and his late wife, Robin ’79,  
met as students at the Law School. 
• The Center will stand on the north side of the current Law 
School campus and is scheduled to open in Fall 2016.
On Nov. 20, 2014, Dean Davison M. Douglas, James A. Hixon, William & Mary 
President Taylor Reveley, and Rector Todd A. Stottlemyer celebrated the groundbreaking 
for the new center.
Students engage in long hours of  meticulous research to help clients of  the Puller Veterans 
*enefits Clinic.
“The Hixon Center is vital to our continued success in training citizen 
lawyers: men and women who are not only skilled advocates, but also are 
caring citizens and leaders in law and in our communities.”  
— PRESIDENT TAYLOR REVELEY
“The Center for Experiential Learning and Leadership will go beyond 
theory and will provide students with a resource to develop the practical 
skills necessary to becoming successful attorneys. I have high hopes for the 
center and its impact on the students who will use it.”  
— JAMES A. HIXON ’79, M.L.T. ’80
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“Our clinical programs are currently located 
significantly away from the 4aw ;chool 
campus. We are grateful to have this 
temporary space to house our programs, 
and are getting tremendous work done, but 
we are eager for the Hixon Center to open 
so we can return to campus in a state-of-
the-art building that will enable us to be 
an integral part of  the life of  the school, 
and allow us to more eٺectively serve those 
desperately needing legal services.” 
— PATRICIA ROBERTS ’92, CLINICAL 
PROFESSOR OF LAW, DIRECTOR, 
CLINICAL PROGRAMS AND DIRECTOR, 
PULLER VETERANS BENEFITS CLINIC
Hixon Center
View from interior entrance (lobby level)
;econd Æoor view to courtroomThrough our Legal Practice Program, faculty meet with 
firstyear students for a series of  intensive, oneon
one conferences that focus on helping students become 
proficient legal writers.
Renderings courtesy of  VMDO Architects
To learn more about supporting 
the Hixon Center, please contact 
Sally Kellam at sfkell@wm.edu.
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The Competitive Spirit at William & Mary Law
Competition teams represent an important 
part of our students’ education. The tradition 
of engaging in moot court arguments began 
in 1780, when George Wythe reintroduced the 
late Medieval concept of the moot court to 
teach his students oral advocacy skills.
Membership on William & Mary Law School’s 
four competition teams is a highly sought after 
honor and accomplishment. Top competition 
teams bring recognition to the Law School, 
sharpen students’ skills, and make our graduates 
more valuable and productive young lawyers.
The Alternative Dispute Resolution Team 
• Focuses on client counseling and methods 
of dispute resolution such as negotiation, 
mediation, and arbitration
• Competes in 11 tournaments, including 
the ABA Law Student Division Negotiation 
Competition, the ABA LASD Client 
Counseling Competition, and the ABA 
Section of Dispute Resolution Advocacy in 
Mediation Competition
The Moot Court Program 
• Promotes student development and 
refi nement of oral advocacÞ and Lrief-
writing skills
• Sends members to 19 inter-collegiate 
moot court tournaments around the nation
• Hosts the annual William B. Spong, Jr., 
Invitational Moot Court Tournament
The National Trial Team 
• Provides extensive trial advocacy 
training, from evidentiary objections and 
fundamental trial skills to sophisticated trial 
strategy and persuasion
• Boasts a formidable record, competing in 
17 of the nation’s most prestigious national 
competitions
The Transactional Law Team 
• Helps students explore and improve 
transactional law ability, skills, and interest 
through preparation for and participation 
in transactional law competitions
• Competes in three tournaments 




Private support allows 
William & Mary Law 
teams to:




• Host tournaments 
at the Law School 
(such as the annual 









endowments are vital 
for our law teams. 
The Patten Trial 
Team Endowment, 
for instance, was 
established by former 
William & Mary rector 
Donald N. Patten, 
and provides annual 
income to better 
support trial team 
coaching and travel 
expenses.
The 2014-2015 Moot Court Team
SCOTUSblog founder Tom Goldstein congratulates Gordon Dobbs ’17, 
winner of  the 2015 Bushrod Moot Court Tournament, co-sponsored by 
the Moot Court Team.
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SAMPLING OF RECENT COMPETITION 
TEAM RESULTS
• Alternative Dispute Resolution Team 
— Winner, ABA Regional Mediation 
Competition; Second Place, Southwestern 
Entertainment Law Negotiation in Los 
Angeles; Excellence in Negotiation and 
Advocate’s Choice awards, St. John’s 
Securities Dispute Resolution Triathlon, 
2014–2015
• Moot Court Team — Champion, Leroy 
R. Hassell, Sr., National Constitutional 
Law Moot Court Competition, Fall 
2015; Finalists, Sutherland Moot Court 
Competition, Spring 2015; Best New Team, 
National Space Law Competition at the 
International Institute of Space Law, Spring 
2014; Champions, Pace International 
Criminal Court Moot Court Competition, 
2011–2012
• National Trial Team — Champion, 
Academy of Trial Lawyers of Allegheny 
County Trial Competition, 2015; Champion 
and  ational +ualifi er] MABLSA Thurgood 
Marshall Mock Trial Competition, 2014–
Óä£xÆ Champion and  ational +ualifi er] 
ABA Section of Labor and Employment 
Law’s Student Trial Advocacy Regional 
Competition, 2014–2015
• Transactional Law Team — Mid-Atlantic 
Region Best Draft, 2015 Transactional Law 
Meet; Southwestern Region Champions, 
2014 Transactional Law Meet; Eastern 
Regional Semi-Finalists, 2013 Intellectual 
Property Law Meet
The 2014-2015 National Trial Team
National Trial Team members Michael Roy ’15, Parker Tobin ’16, Darren Ziegler ’16, and Shari Nikoo ’15 celebrate 
winning the 2015 regional BLSA Tournament.
A Moot Court Team 
triumph celebrated 
in the February 2, 
1989, edition of  
The Advocate.
A mock trial 
competition determines 




To learn more about supporting our 
competition teams, please contact
Sally Kellam at sfkell@wm.edu.
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Brian C. Goebel ’93, 
J.D. ’96 remembers 
what led him to 
choose William & 
Mary for law school 
after he completed 
his undergraduate 
degree in government 
and philosophy at 
the College. One reason was romantic: his then girlfriend, 
now wife, Rebecca, was also a student at the College, but in 
the class after his, and would be in Williamsburg for at least 
part of his time in law school. (They later married in the Wren 
Chapel.) Another factor was economic: the Law School gave 
him a partial scholarship. 
Economics came into play again when it was time for him to 
travel to clerkship interviews. Goebel’s maternal grandparents 
gave him travel money, and his interviews during his 2L 
year yielded an offer. But Goebel didn’t feel that the spot 
was right for him, so he turned it down. Unwavering in their 
support, his grandparents gave him money for another round 
of interviews his 3L year, and he ultimately landed a clerkship 
on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit that was the 
perfect fit. ºThat½s when Þou now Þour grandparents reallÞ 
love you,” he says. “They were really kind to me and really 
supportive of me when I was in law school.” 
After his grandparents passed away, Goebel, his mother 
(Janet Burandt Goebel), and sister established the 
Burandt Scholarship in their memory. When his mother 
passed away last year, Goebel asked that it be renamed 
the Burandt amilÞ Law Scholarship to reyect her role in 
creating and supporting it. 
While he describes himself as “a bit of a late bloomer“ in 
college, Goebel clearly hit his stride in law school, serving as 
an Articles Editor on the Law Review and graduating Order 
of the Coif. He has practiced law in Washington, D.C., and 
Los Angeles, served as a senior advisor in U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection following 9/11, and later struck out on his 
own as an entrepreneur. He is currently president and CEO 
of Sentinel Holdings and the Chairman of two subsidiary 
firms that provide consulting services in the homeland 
securitÞ] Lorder securitÞ] and law enforcement fields. e 
recently launched a blog, 2040matters.com, where he 
encourages greater and more informed civic engagement as 
a solution to current and emerging public policy challenges. 
Goebel recalls that he and his mother originally envisioned 
the scholarship not only as a way to honor his grandparents, 
but also as a way to recognize the role William & Mary played 
in his success. He also hopes the scholarship will help lift 
some of the burden of educational loans from its recipients so 
that students will have the option of pursuing public service 
or other career paths that are in line with their aspirations.
“I was really fortunate to have scholarship assistance,” 
Goebel says. “It made a real difference for me. The less 
debt that you have when you graduate from law school, the 
more career options you have. It is just that simple.”
Paul ’63  




Rand E. Shapiro ’72 
recalls the meeting at 
William & Mary almost 
50 years ago at which 
his family read a list 
of scholarships for law 
students as they considered creating a scholarship in his 
brother Paul’s memory. “I looked at the list,” he recalls, “and 
there were ust a handful.» ast forward almost five decades] 
and there are now more than 95 endowed scholarships at 
the Law School. The Shapiro Family Scholarship has helped 
more than 200 law students achieve their law degrees.
The Shapiro brothers — Paul ’63, Joel ’66, and Rand ’72 — 
were Norfolk natives who came to William & Mary for law 
school. Price Shapiro, Joel’s son, also graduated from the 
school in 1992. 
Rand recalls Paul discussing the school’s advantages with their 
father. “The Law School at that time was a very small school. 
Classes were small, teachers were really involved with the 
Brian C. Goebel ’93, J.D. ’96
Rand E. Shapiro ’72
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Burling in Washington, 
D.C., at the conclusion 
of the first ºLawÞers as 
Leaders” conference 
at the Law School in 
2012, which brought 
together alumnae who 
were current or former 
partners at the nation’s 
largest law firms. 
“The consensus was to 
establish a scholarship 
for an outstanding 
woman law student applicant with financial need]» saÞs 
Engh. *rofessor JaÞne Barnard] who organiâed the first three 
“Lawyers as Leaders” conferences, with a fourth planned for 
January 2016, had the great idea, Engh says, of naming the 
scholarship after 6irginia Mister] the first woman graduate of 
the Law School. 
Mister earned undergraduate and law degrees at William & 
Mary. The only female law student in the Class of 1937, Mister 
was among the first women in 6irginia to pass the Lar. Lie most 
female attorneÞs at that time] she found manÞ firms resistant 
to hiring women to practice law. She began her legal career as 
a secretarÞ at a orfol law firm ­and led a Lroad arraÞ of civic 
efforts in the city during World War II). Mister moved to New 
York City after the war, beginning a 25-year career at the newly 
established United Nations, where she served as head of the 
Legal, Political and Security Council Affairs Library.
Engh spearheaded the effort to create the scholarship 
endowment because she knew the scholarship would make 
a difference to students going forward. She says she was 
also pleased with the symbolism “associated with alumnae 
sponsoring the scholarship for the next generations of women 
lawyers.” She says that thanks to the generosity of a number of 
people, the endowment has reached a level that will allow the 
first scholarship to Le eÝtended to a student for fall Óä£È.
“In my view, scholarships are vital to maintaining and further 
enhancing the high quality of students at the Law School,” 
she saÞs. With fierce competition among law schools for 
the best students, “it is even more important that William 
& Mary attract excellent students through attractive 
scholarship offerings.” 
To learn more about supporting scholarships, please contact Sally Kellam at 
sfkell@wm.edu.
Anna P. Engh ’89
students, and students had the opportunity to work in the area 
at law practices,” he says. Their father paid their tuition, but all 
three were expected to earn money to pay for other expenses.
*aul] the oldest] was the first to graduate. e then earned 
his master’s in tax law at New York University, married, and 
was practicing at a firm in Detroit when he died in a car 
accident on the way to a football game. He was 27. 
Two families, Rand says, made the creation of the 
scholarship in Paul’s memory possible and have ensured its 
longevity — his own family and the Prentises, Paul’s wife’s 
familÞ. The scholarship was created to Lenefit students at 
the Law School because, he recalls, “we felt like Paul had 
enjoyed his time at William & Mary more so than at any 
of the other schools he attended.” While the tuition was 
low, the families knew it was still more than some students 
could afford, “so the concept was to help a student, or 
a few students, get in the door and help them with their 
education.” Some 200 or more scholarship awards later, 
Rand is delighted. “We had no idea that we would make it 
this long and achieve this much,” he says.
After their graduations from law school, Rand and Joel 
stayed in Hampton Roads. Joel founded Shapiro & Zaleski 
in Norfolk, with his classmate, Allan D. Zaleski ’66, and later 
founded First American Title of Tidewater, Inc., which had 
offices throughout 6irginia.The scholarship also has Lorne 
his name since his death in 2005. Rand worked for a time as 
a deputy prosecutor in Norfolk after his graduation and later 
founded the firm of Scanelli E Shapiro with his classmate] 
John Scanelli ’72. 
Rand refers to the Law School as “his secondary family” 
and says that he, his brother, and nephew attributed a great 
deal of their success to their William & Mary education. Now 
enjoying retirement in Florida, he has kept most of the letters 
he has received over the years from scholarship recipients. 
He has been impressed by the hard work that got each of 
them to law school and is happy that the scholarship helped 
make their legal educations possible. One student underlined 
a sentence in her letter, “‘Thank you for giving me peace of 
mind,’” he recalls. “It’s nice to know that the scholarship has 
meant so much to so many students,” he says.
Virginia Mister Scholarship
Bring together a dozen or more of the Law School’s most 
accomplished alumnae to discuss leadership and what 
happens? Among other things, they think of ways to help 
the next generation of law students. That is what happened, 
according to Anna P. Engh ’89, a partner at Covington & 
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Celebrating Family and Honoring a Legacy
Mary Beth Sherwin J.D. ’00
“Spending time and giving back to William 
& Mary is part of  our family heritage. We 
can trace the family lineage at the College 
back to the 1800s, and I’m excited to share 
the commitment to William & Mary I 
learned from my parents with my own 
children.” — MARY BETH SHERWIN J.D. ’00
For the Anderson family, William & Mary 
is more than an education, it’s a family 
tradition. 
“From childhood gymnastics classes to 
annual football games, the College has 
always been a part of my life,” says Mary 
Beth Sherwin J.D. ‘00, who practices in 
the orfol office of aufman E Canoles. 
“William & Mary was important to my 
parents. We’ve had so many great years 
and made so many good memories there.”
Sherwin’s parents, Betsy ‘70 and the 
late Alvin P. Anderson ‘70, J.D. ‘72, met 
during their freshman year at William & 
Mary. Married in 1969, the couple settled 
in Williamsburg where they raised their 
two daughters, Mary Beth and Sara.
“I came from Richmond to go to college 
and I never left,” says Betsy, who earned 
a degree in elementary education. 
“William & Mary has been part of my life 
since I was 18 years old.”
But perhaps the most impassioned Tribe 
member was Alvin.
“Anyone who knew him knew that 
William & Mary was like another child 
to him,” says Sherwin of her father who 
passed away in 2008. “He talked about 
the College all the time. He set an 
amazing example of being committed 
with both money and time.”
Alvin served as a member of the Board 
of Visitors (2005-07), as a president of 
the William & Mary Alumni Association 
(1996-1997), and as a trustee of the Law 
School Foundation (1999-08). In 1998, 
he received the Alumni Medallion, the 
highest honor bestowed by the William 
& Mary Alumni Association, for his 
unwavering service and loyalty.
After Alvin passed away, Betsy continued 
her family’s commitment to the College 
through her service as president of the 
William & Mary Alumni Association 
(2008–2009) and as a trustee of the Law 
School Foundation (2011–present).  
“It’s been wonderful to get to know the 
leadership of the Law School and to 
see that the College is in good hands,” 
says Betsy, who also volunteers for 
several other Williamsburg-area boards 
and organizations. “There are a lot of 
accomplished people working on behalf 
of the school and I enjoy being part of 
the William & Mary family.”
As part of his 36-year law career, Alvin 
was a managing partner at Kaufman & 
Canoles. He also served the community in 
a multitude of roles. He was, for example, 
a director of the Riverside Healthcare 
Association, a trustee and chair of the 
Hampton Roads Academy board, and a 
member of multiple TowneBank boards, 
including Hampton Roads, Peninsula, 
and Williamsburg. Additionally, he was 
the commissioner in chancery and the 
commissioner of accounts for the circuit 
courts of the City of Williamsburg and 
James City County.
In tribute to Alvin’s service and 
commitment, TowneBank established a 
scholarship in his name to be awarded 
to a William & Mary Law School student 
and undergraduate business major each 
year. Betsy is involved in selecting the 
scholarship recipients. 
“It is important to me to be part of the 
decision,” says Betsy. “It is not just an 
academic award, we want to choose 
someone who truly emulates Alvin’s 
personality and how he enjoyed life.” For 
Betsy, the best part is getting to know 
the scholarship recipients and keeping in 
touch with them over the years.
“It’s great to sit around the table, talk 
and connect with the students who are 
Lenefiting from the support. t maes it 
real,” she says. “It’s exciting to me to see 
the development of these young people 
and be part of it.”
The Anderson family also honored Alvin’s 
legacy by adding to memorial gifts 
and establishing the Alvin P. Anderson 
Scholarship. Many years ago, as a 
trustee for the family foundation put in 
place by her late grandfather, Betsy also 
established the Derrick Family Foundation 
Scholarship, which has grown to support 
two law students. 
“Getting involved and getting to know 
all the people at the Law School is truly a 
wonderful feeling,” says Betsy. “I encourage 
others to get involved because there really is 
no downside. You get so much more out of 
the opportunity than you give.”
Betsy Anderson B.A. ’70 
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Judge Carla Archie J.D. ’95
Judge Carla Archie’s impressive career is 
guided by a strong sense of  family and 
community. “My parents encouraged 
me to find and explore my natural gifts 
rather than swim against the tide. I have 
lived by what I believe — that learning 
should be a lifelong process.” 
A strong sense of community 
brought Archie to William & Mary 
and it’s what keeps her engaged with 
the school today. 
Originally from Danville, Virginia, 
Archie graduated from Hampton 
University in 1992 with a degree in 
accounting. She decided to continue 
straight into law school.
“Two phone calls helped seal my law 
school decision,” says Archie, who 
applied to several schools. “The calls 
were from current William & Mary law 
students who had also graduated from 
Hampton University. They talked about 
their experience, the atmosphere, the 
faculty, and more. I felt immediately at 
ease. We shared a similar background, 
and they made me feel excited and 
comfortable about the transition to 
law school.”
A summer internship during law 
school at the Charlotte (N.C.) District 
AttorneÞ½s office introduced Archie to 
Grounded by Family, Education, and Community
the courtroom and piqued her interest 
in trial law.
“Since middle school, I had 
participated in debate club, public 
speaking, and a number of other 
activities that helped me feel 
comfortable on my feet,” says Archie, 
who also served as president of 
William & Mary’s Black Law Students 
Association. “The internship allowed 
me to try real cases and I loved it.”
After graduation, she returned to 
Charlotte and spent seven years as an 
assistant district attorney. 
“Being a prosecutor was very valuable 
work, but I was concerned about 
mÞ financial future]» she recalls. 
“I decided to move in-house, and 
I accepted a position as assistant 
general counsel for Wachovia 
Corporation.”
After several years at Wachovia, she 
decided to seek a judicial position. 
She interviewed to be a district court 
judge but was offered a position as 
the first general counsel for the  orth 
Carolina Education Lottery instead.
“I was charged with helping to get 
the state½s first lotterÞ off the ground]» 
says Archie. “It was like running a 
start-up business in Silicon Valley. We 
worked 12 hours a day, seven days a 
week, for three months. We had to 
do everÞthing from finding a facilitÞ 
to hiring employees to printing the 
lottery tickets.” 
Always passionate about the importance 
of education] she felt gratified that 
lottery proceeds were designated to 
help students and schools. 
“Education has always been important 
in mÞ life and  felt deeplÞ satisfied 
with what we were doing,” says 
Archie. “It was one of the most 
rewarding experiences in my career.”
In 2008, she decided to return to 
the corporate world and accepted a 
position as senior litigation counsel 
for Wells Fargo & Company. Six years 
later, a chance conversation with a 
colleague changed her career course 
yet again.
“I ran into a friend in a restaurant who 
told me about an upcoming judicial 
vacancy,” says Archie, who had just 
become president of the Mecklenburg 
County Bar. “That wasn’t where 
my head was at the moment, but I 
realized that there was no perfect time 
to make a change.”
In November 2014, she was elected 
a superior court judge for the 26th 
Judicial District of the Superior Court 
Division in North Carolina. Her term 
commenced on January 1 of this year.
“It’s been wonderful and not like 
anything I’ve done before,” she says. 
“I am accustomed to the role of 
advocate, taking one side. Now I need 
to remain neutral. It is much more 
difficult than  anticipated. t feels lie 
I’m back in law school. I’m confronted 
with issues I haven’t touched as 
a practitioner.  often find mÞself 
needing to do research, to dig deeper 
and explore an issue.”
Archie has made it a point to remain 
connected with William & Mary. She 
has been a generous contributor to the 
Oliver W. Hill Scholarship Endowment 
and also has come back to participate 
in alumni panels to speak with students 
and recent graduates about her life and 
career path. 
“What impressed me initially about 
William & Mary was the sense of 
community,” says Archie. “I still 
regard the College very fondly and it’s 
important for me to give back.”
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After Brown graduated, he 
immediately continued his studies 
at the Law School, where he also 
received a scholarship and was a 
member of the William & Mary Law 
Review and Phi Alpha Delta. 
“I knew I wanted to be a lawyer and I 
was already in the academic routine,” 
says Brown. “I applied to another law 
school but I chose William & Mary Law 
and never regretted it.”
After graduation, he worked for 
Shanley & Fisher, a large insurance 
defense firm in  ew JerseÞ] where 
he handled medical malpractice and 
product liability insurance defense 
litigation. In 1977, Brown began his 
nearly 33-year career with the General 
Motors Legal Staff in Detroit.
ºBeing a corporate lawÞer fit me µuite 
nicely,” he says. “But if you had told 
me when I started at W&M Law that 
was what I would end up doing, I 
never would have believed it.”
During his GM career, he managed 
product litigation cases, certain 
regulatory matters, and also negotiated 
and drafted product responsibility 
agreements with GM’s international 
business partners. He traveled worldwide 
and spoke quite often in Asia and 
Europe, familiarizing foreign companies 
doing business with GM about U.S. tort 
law and litigation processes. 
“I started my volunteer work before I 
retired because I wanted to stay busy,” 
says Brown. “William & Mary has meant 
so much to me that it was an obvious 
choice when I wanted to give back.” 
Brown serves as secretary/treasurer 
of the Law School Foundation, 
chairs the Development Committee, 
and is a member of the Campaign 
Steering Committee. He has been 
active in the Law School’s Alumni 
Ambassadors Program, the Co-
Counsel Mentoring Program, and 
also has co-chaired several of his Law 
School and undergraduate reunion 
gift committees. Brown served 
seven years on William & Mary’s 
Annual Giving Board of Directors, 
chaired the Board for two years, 
and is a Class Ambassador for his 
undergraduate class.
“I love being part of the William & 
Mary community and working as a 
liaison for William & Mary in Michigan,” 
says Brown, who has served as the 
College’s Alumni Admissions Network 
representative for southeastern 
Michigan. “Today’s students are 
eÝceptionallÞ smart and well-µualified.»
Brown believes that having William 
& Mary on his resumé twice, for 
undergraduate and law degrees, has 
been enormously valuable in his career.
“There is tremendous name recognition 
and prestige that comes with the 
William & Mary name, especially in the 
Midwest,” he says. “I’m very thankful for 
the scholarships and other opportunities 
William & Mary gave me.”
A generous contributor to the College 
and Law School, Brown took his support 
to another level last year by establishing 
The Douglas E. and Escha J. Brown Law 
Scholarship Endowment.
“The scholarship is available to any 
student with financial need who 
maintains good academic standing,” 
says Brown. “I wanted to keep the 
reµuirements as yeÝiLle as possiLle.»  
The scholarship was fully funded in 2014. 
“I recently had the pleasure of 
meeting Ethan Smith ­½£n®] the first 
recipient of the scholarship,” he says. 
“Attending William & Mary on a 
scholarship changed my life and I look 
forward to doing the same for others.” 
Actively Engaged in Helping 
the Next Generation
Douglas E. Brown ’71 
J.D. ’74
A loyal and proud alumnus, Doug 
*rown spends significant time in 
retirement actively involved with the 
William & Mary community. Like 
many alums, Brown feels grateful and 
happy to give his time and resources to 
the alma mater that gave him so much. 
A scroll through Brown’s LinkedIn 
profile reveals a successful career 
and an impressive list of volunteer 
appointments, most of which are with 
William & Mary. 
“I owe a lot to William & Mary and 
I want to give back,” says Brown. 
“Having the College on my resumé 
made a huge difference in my career.”
Originally from Marion, Indiana, Brown 
received his bachelor’s degree in 
sociology from William & Mary in 1971. 
“I grew up in the Midwest and I 
wanted to broaden my horizons,” 
he says. “William & Mary was the 
best choice. I liked the campus, the 
academic programs, and, of course, 
the basketball scholarship the College 
offered me.”
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Grateful for Success, Committed to  
5aSQVO a ,QffereVKe QV S\]LeV\[’ LQ^e[
Nicholas J. St. George ’60 
J.D. ’65
“I’m glad my dreams didn’t come true 
because I couldn’t have dreamed what 
I’ve been able to do. William & Mary 
sparked my thirst for knowledge and 
changed me in so many Jeneficial ways. 
It was very valuable to me in my life 
and my career.”
For Nick St. George, life’s successes 
came after leaps of faith. 
“There were several times in my life 
where I had the opportunity to step 
into the unknown and each time it 
paid off,” says St. George. 
As a teenager, he set his sights on being 
the first in his familÞ to attend college.
“I focused on academics and athletics 
and I was successful at both,” says St. 
George, who was offered scholarships 
at several schools, including William 
& Mary. “I was overcome by the 
beauty of the city and the friendliness 
of the people. Going to William & 
Mary changed my life. It was a truly 
wonderful experience.”
In 1960, he graduated with an 
economics degree. He worked for 
General Electric for eight months, and 
then joined the Army as an Airborne 
officer to fulfill a ROTC oLligation.
“After two years in the service, I decided 
to get more education,” he says. “When 
I took the law school admission test 
and did well, I thought, ‘God must want 
me to be a lawyer.’ Attending William 
& Mary again as a law student was an 
opportunity of a lifetime.”
St. George practiced law in Norfolk 
for a year when he received a call from 
a good college friend, Raymond A. 
“Chip” Mason. Mason had founded a 
Lroerage firm] Mason E Co.] several 
years earlier in Newport News. He 
asked St. George to start an investment 
Laning division at the firm. 
“It was the second time in my life 
where I took a leap of faith into the 
unnown] the first was attending 
William & Mary,” says St. George. 
“Both times it paid off. Soon after 
starting at Mason & Co., I knew I 
wouldn’t go back to law. Investment 
banking and Wall Street opened vistas 
to me I never knew existed.”
In 1970, Legg & Co. acquired Mason 
& Co. to form Legg Mason & Co., 
Inc. St. George was in charge of Legg 
Mason’s investment banking division. 
Nine years later, another opportunity 
knocked on St. George’s door when 
he was offered the CEO position 
at Oakwood Homes, a national 
manufactured housing and modular 
home business. 
“As an investment banker, I often gave 
advice to CEOs, but I had never been 
a CEO myself so I thought it could be a 
useful experience,” he says. “I planned 
to go back to investment banking after 
a couple years, but I enjoyed it so 
much, I stayed for 20 years.”
In 1999, he retired from Oakwood 
Homes, which had grown into a billion 
dollar company on the NYSE under 
his leadership. After retirement, he 
remained on several public company 
boards, including Legg Mason.
“The education I got in undergrad and 
law school and my experience in the 
Army learning leadership principles 
were extremely valuable in my success 
in life,” says St. George. “I’ve always 
recognized that my success did not just 
come only from me. Many people and 
institutions helped me along the way.” 
St. George’s loyalty and generosity to 
William & Mary has been recognized 
by membership in the James Blair 
Society and Wren Society, and the Wolf 
Law Library’s Rare Book Room bears 
his name in recognition of his support. 
Among recent gifts, he has provided 
vital funds for a Law School scholarship 
endowment. He is a member of the 
Mason School of Business Foundation 
board, and is an emeritus trustee of the 
William & Mary Foundation and the 
Law School Foundation.
In 2010, the William & Mary Alumni 
Association honored him with the Alumni 
Medallion, the highest award it can 
bestow on a graduate in recognition of 
his or her professional accomplishments, 
dedication to the community and 
commitment to alma mater. 
“In some way, I want to pay back the 
philanthropy that I received when 
I went to school,” says St. George. 
“William & Mary was a big part of 
my success and I want to help others 
by making a difference in their lives 
so that they, in turn, can make a 
difference in the lives of others.”
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Lifetime Giving Societies
The Law School wishes to recognize its benefactors whose cumulative giving over the years has been at the level of $25,000 
and above. Members of these gift clubs have shown extraordinary support of this institution. Please note that pledges and 
deferred gifts are not included when identifying the members of these groups.
* Deceased
The 1779 Society — Cumulative Gifts of $1,000,000 or More -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Robert G. Cabell III and Maude Morgan Cabell Foundation 
R. Harvey Chappell, Jr. ’50*
Gladys & Franklin Clark Foundation 
Timothy P. Dunn and Ellen Renee Stofan 
James Andrew Hixon ’79, MLT ’80 
Lee Memorial Trust Fund
James W. ’64 and Frances Gibson McGlothlin
Henry C. Wolf ’66 and Dixie Davis Wolf
James Monroe Society — Cumulative Gifts of $500,000 to $999,999 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Extron Electronics
Infocom 
National Court Reporters 
Nicholas James St. George ’65 
The United Company
Joseph T. Waldo ’78 
Mrs. Hillsman V. Wilson
The Virginia Mister Walker Society — Cumulative Gifts of $250,000 to $499,999 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mrs. R. William Arthur* 
Beazley Foundation, Inc.
Laurie and Richard P. Bellinger 
William B. Harman, Jr. ’56*
Randy S. Hawthorne ’70, MLT ’71 and Shelby M. Hawthorne 
Dan H. Hinz, Jr.




James D. Penny ’83 and Pamela Jordan Penny 
James W. Perkins Memorial Trust
Ringtail Solutions
Robert Lee Simpson, Sr. ’40* and Alice Mildred Simpson
William & Mary Public Service Fund, Inc.
Marshall-Wythe Society — Cumulative Gifts of $100,000 to $249,999 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Benjamin J. Fiscella* 
Robert J. Fiscella 
Edward L. Flippen ’74 and Pearcy L. Flippen 
William Andrew Galanko ’83 
Elizabeth Besio Hardin ’89 
Sarah Collins Honenberger ’78 and 
Christopher Jay Honenberger ’77 
Hunton & Williams, LLP 
W. M. Keck Foundation 
Denise Williams Koch and Andrew Koch 
Laura Everitt Kostel
John G. Kruchko ’75 
Landmark Communications Foundation
Shepard W. McKenney ’64 
Media General, Inc.
Zella L. Mervis
National Center for State Courts
Dianne E. O’Donnell ’76 
The Walter I. and Eva Grace Peak Foundation 
J. Mathews Pope ’78 
Meyer & Anna Prentis Family Foundation 
Gregory A. Presnell
President W. Taylor Reveley III and  
Helen Bond Reveley 
Suzanne Renee Robinson ’11 and  
Neal John Robinson ’92
John A. Scanelli ’72 and  
Brenda Renshaw Scanelli
Robert E. Scott ’68 and  
Elizabeth Shumaker Scott 
David L. Short ’64 and Tammy Short
Stenograph Corporation 
Job Taylor III ’71
Valley City
William Warner Van Alstyne
Virginia Environmental Endowment 
Virginia Law Foundation 
Mark Richard Walker ’83 and  
Perrin Marie Walker 
Martin D. Walsh ’73
Susan Starr Williamson 
Sharyl L. and Alan T. Ackerman 
Betsy C. Anderson
Arnold Reception Desks, Inc.
Jettie Baker 
Michael Edward Baumann ’79 
Edward Robert Blumberg ’75 and  
Iliana Blumberg 
Robert Friend Boyd ’52 and Sara Miller Boyd 
Douglas Eric Brown ’74 and Escha Brown
Rick L. Burdick ’76 and Sharon Foster Burdick
Howard J. Busbee ’67, MLT ’68 
Stephen Patrick Carney ’80 and Tricia Davis
Nat R. Coleman, Jr.*
CourtLink 
Crestron Electronics, Inc.
Derrick Family Foundation 
A. Robert Doll ’51* and  
Mary Stanton Willis Doll*
Jessie Ball duPont Fund 
Robert C. Elliott II ’69* 
EXECUTONE Information Systems, Inc.
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Thomas Jefferson Society — Cumulative Gifts of $50,000 to $99,999 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Evan E. Adair ’75 
D. Jarrett Arp ’91 
Stanley G. Barr, Jr. ’66 
Gilbert A. Bartlett ’69
Bi-Amp Systems 
David Boies ’91 
Michael R. Borasky ’75 
Samuel F. Boyte ’75 
Richard Brown ’74 
Georgia Branscom Carter ’82 and  
Clement Dean Carter ’82 
Robert H. Chappell III ’90 
C. Lacey Compton, Jr. ’65 
Curtis M. Coward ’74 
Timothy Andrew Coyle ’74 and  
Betty Wade Wyatt Coyle
Deer Creek Foundation 
Jacqueline Ray Denning ’76 
Fred B. Devitt, Jr. ’60 
Doar Communications, Inc.
John E. Donaldson ’63
Mark S. Dray ’68, MLT ’69 
Anna P. Engh ’89 
Equal Justice Works 
ergoGenesis 
Robert Michael Fitzgerald ’75 
Thomas Richard Frantz ’73, MLT ’81
FTI Consulting, Inc.
Alvaro Garcia-Tunon ’79 
Lawrence Henry Gennari ’89 
Elizabeth Alexander Gibbs ’83 and  
Daniel Allen Gecker ’82 
Melanie Godschall ’85 
Janet Else Goebel*
Robert I. Harwood ’71 
Dennis C. Hensley ’70 
Richard K. Herrmann
Le[lQe A. 0offmaVV ’ 
Thomas P. Hollowell ’68, MLT ’69 
Stephen John Horvath III ’84 
Barbara Louise Johnson ’84 
Robert Milton Kesler ’83 
Robert R. Kinser ’78 
Kindra Lynn Kirkeby ’00 
Amy Rollins Kreisler ’95 
Joyce Ann Kuhns ’83 
James Phillip LaCasse ’73 
Wayne M. Lee ’75 
LexisNexis 
Mary Baroody Lowe ’91 and  
Jeffrey AlaV Lowe ’89 
Jon Marshall Mahan ’96 
Florence Marshall Mallory and  
C. King Mallory III 
Paul and Becca Marcus
Stephen Edward McGregor ’74 
R. Bruce McNew ’79 
Gerrish H. Milliken Foundation  
Roger Milliken 
J. Thomas Morina ’83 
James B. Murray, Jr. ’74 
National Regulatory Conference
National Verbatim Reporters 
NEC Foundation of America 
John Brad O’Grady ’85 
Donald Gary Owens ’71 
Donald N. Patten
Andrew Sanford Paul ’78 
Steven R. Perles ’75 and  
Claudia Kendrew Perles 
Carol Hill Pickard ’79 and  
Richard Randolph Pickard ’79 
Douglas F. Pinter ’77 
Richard G. Poinsett ’71 
John M. Pollaro ’76 
Daniel David Portanova ’66 
Ruth Ryan Regan and  
Donald Thomas Regan, Jr. 
Anne C. and Walter R. Robins Foundation 
Catherine Josephine Rotolo ’08 
Rand E. Shapiro ’72 
Anne Ballard Shumadine ’83 
Dr. and Mrs. Howard W. Smith
Smith Richardson Foundation, Inc.
James K. Stewart ’69* 
Ray C. Stoner ’71 
President Emeritus and  
Mrs. Timothy J. Sullivan
Tandberg Corp.
United States District Court for the Eastern 
District of Virginia 
John Carl Valdivielso ’97 
The Virginia Bar Association Foundation 
Virginia Trial Lawyers Association 
West Publishing Company 
William & Mary Law Review
Richard W. Withington, Jr. ’51*
Witt, Mares & Company, PLC 
/re\KPeV 5arQe ?olÅVOer ’8 
Xerox Corporation
J. R. Zepkin ’65 
Gifts at Work
R. Harvey Chappell, Jr., Reading Room
Students needing a quiet place to work and study have exactly that 
in the R. Harvey Chappell, Jr., Reading Room. Located on the 
År[\ Æoor oN  \Pe ?olN  Law LQJrary \Pe [XaKQo][ area reKoOVQbe[ 
the service and generosity of  distinguished alumnus R. Harvey 
Chappell,  Jr., ’48, B.C.L. ’50, LL.D. ’84, who passed away in 2012.
Throughout his life and impressive career, Chappell made service 
and the College a priority. In the late 1940s, he launched the William 
& Mary Review of  Virginia Law, now known as the William & Mary 
Law Review. He was a member of  the Board of  Visitors, served as 
vice rector and rector, and as president of  the William & Mary 
Law School Association, which he created, and as president of  the 
Society of  the Alumni. 
Chappell’s generosity also led him to establish the Ann C. and 
R. Harvey Chappell, Jr., Fellows Program. The Law School has 
provided more than 140 students with these scholarships.
*Deceased
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Lifetime Giving Societies continued
Woodbridge Associates — Cumulative Gifts of $25,000 to $49,999 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ACS Enterprise Solutions
Eileen and Peter A. Alces
Joanne Jones Allen ’92 and E. G. Allen III ’91 
Sally James Andrews ’73 and  
William Chapman Andrews III ‘73
AudioScribe Corporation 
Jayne W. Barnard 
Marshall B. Barton ’94 
Sam Tall Beale III ’68, MLT ’86 
Craig Dennis Bell MLT ’86 
Matthew Bender & Co.
Willard Bergman, Jr. ’72 
Catherine Mahoney Blue ’80 
Stephan James Boardman ’73 
Nancy and Luke Boland 
Anne Elizabeth Bomar ’91 
James Matheson Boyd ’87 
Patti and Raymond Bozman 
Jeffrey A. *reQ\
Timothy Michael Broas ’79 
Samuel Morton Brock III ’81 
The Keith Campbell Foundation 
Elizabeth Byrd Carder-Thompson ’78 
Marcia Stuart Ceplecha ’94 
Christopher Wren Association 
Pa]l -LwarL +lQfforL ’ 
CTI 
David M. Dalke ’93 
Beth Schipper DeSimone ’84 and  
James Michael DeSimone ’85 
David D. Dickerson, Sr. ’68 
Julius & Blanche Diener Foundation, Inc.
Eric Lee Dobberteen ’73 
Garen Edward Dodge ’82 
Dominion Resources, Inc. 
Dean Davison M. Douglas and  
Kathryn R. Urbonya 
Thomas Harry Dundon ’76 
Brook A. Edinger ’94 
Eggleston Smith P.C.
Robert W. Emmett III ’78 
Barbara Jean Endres ’91 
John B. Evans ’71 
E. Grier Ferguson ’77 
Virginia Katherine Fogg ’87 
Dixon Littleberry Foster ’49* 
Gregory A. Giordano ’74 
G. Richard Gold ’71 
George I. Gondelman ’52 
Wendy J. Hahn ’95 and  
Andrew Michael Ollis ’95 
Earle T. Hale ’70 
Terry Eugene Hall ’86 
John E. Hallinan
Jeanne Morrell Harrell ’89 and  
Kenneth Wayne Harrell ’88 
Brenda Ayres Hart ’82 
Philip J. Hendel ’64 
Robert A. Hendel ’68 
Elizabeth G. Henry 
Barbara Lorentson Heywood ’81 
Ingrid Michelsen Hillinger ’76 and  
Michael George Hillinger ’83 
Honeywell, Inc.
Michael David Horlick ’73 
Robert Stanley Hudgins ’48*
Sarah Shank Hull ’84 
Laura Dawn Hunt ’95 
Integrated Information Systems 
Brian K. Jackson ’88 
Jerry K. Jebo ’74 
Robert R. Kaplan ’72 
Edwin, Severn and Sarah Kellam 
Mary Jo White Kelly ’84 
Ellen Dassance Kennedy ’97 and  
John Benson Kennedy ’97 
Kay and Reid D. King 
Kathryn Derr Kohler ’82 and  
William W. Kohler ’82 
Marc-Olivier Langlois ’96 
Fernand A. Lavallee ’88 
Earl D. Leader Charitable Foundation 
Lifesize 
Michael D. Lubeley ’72 
Jessica Leigh Lynch ’92 
Catherine Millious Marriott ’86 
Eric Anton Mazie ’84 
Brooks Patten McElwain ’95 
Martha McGlothlin ’95 
Steven William McGrath ’74 
Edward David McGuire ’73 
McGuireWoods LLP 
Donald Robert McKillop ’87 
Mead Data Central, Inc.
Christopher Rowe Mellott ’80   
Victor Jay Miller ’93 
J. W. Montgomery III ’72 
*oVVQe aVL +Parle[ ?QKSlQffe 5oormaV 1> 
Jeffrey Lee 5][maV ’ 
Leila Jacobson Noel ’83 
Noland Company Foundation 
Elis Olsson Memorial Foundation 
Kevin M. O’Neill ’99 and Patty Purish O’Neill
Stephen Lee Owen ’77 
Owens Foundation 
Owners’ Counsel of America
Sharon Elizabeth Pandak ’78 
David Parker ’85 
Maquiling Bacdayan Parkerson ’98 
Mark William Pearson ’89 
Shirley V. Pearson
James A. Penney ’83 
John M. Peterson ’72, MLT ’73 
Anita Owings Poston ’74 and  
Charles Evans Poston ’74 
Bolling Raines Powell III
James Spaulding Powell ’85 
Pro Video 
Marcia F. Rachy ’66*
Wendy Nuckols Reed ’92 and  
Christopher Claar Reed ’92 
DT Regan Charitable Foundation 
William M. and Mary Bobbitt Richardson 
Amy Lamoureux Riella ’02 and  
Michael J. Riella ’02 
Gretchen Mary Santamour ’84 and  
Brian Thomas Ortelere ’86 
Price Mitchell Shapiro ’92 
Faye F. Shealy 
Peter Shebell, Jr. ’54* and Francine H. Shebell 
Smart Technologies 
Howard P. Smith ’70 
R. R. Smith Charitable Trust 
Sons & Daughters of the Colonial & 
Antebellum Bench and Bar 1565-1861 
Sony Corporation of America 
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Squires
W. Laird Stabler III ’80 
Robert C. Stackhouse ’51 
Walter B. Stowe, Jr. ’74 
James McIntyre Sweet ’73 
Marguerite Hopkins Taylor ’91 and  
Marc Andre Taylor ’89 
Town Creek Foundation 
TowneBank Foundation 
Charles Kent Trible MLT ’76 
Jane Dandridge Tucker ’86 and  
Philip Lee Russo, Jr. ’84 
James Michael Vaseleck ’86* and  
Henry McCormick Cochran III 
Edwin Stuart Waitzer ’85 
Anne Walsh ’97 and Adam Werneth Walsh ’97 
John William Wesley ’85 
Rodney Turner Willett ’90 and  
Lydia R. Pulley 
Douglas S. Wood ’72  
*Deceased
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D. Jarrett Arp ’91 
Douglas Eric Brown ’74 and  
Escha Jeannette Brown
Robert G. Cabell III and Maude Morgan 
Cabell Foundation 
Georgia Branscom Carter ’82 and  
Clement Dean Carter ’82 
Democracy Fund 
Dominion Resources, Inc. 
Equal Justice Works 
Elizabeth Alexander Gibbs ’83 and  
Daniel Allen Gecker ’82 
2014–2015 Donor Recognition Societies
James Andrew Hixon ’79, MLT ’80 
Kay and Reid D. King 
Scott Guthrie Lindvall ’86 
Mary Baroody Lowe ’91 and  
Jeffrey AlaV Lowe ’89 
Brooks Patten McElwain ’95 
James W. McGlothlin ’64 and  
Frances Gibson McGlothlin
Norfolk Southern Corporation 
Donald N. Patten
James D. Penny ’83 and Pamela Jordan Penny
President W. Taylor Reveley III and  
Helen Bond Reveley
Robert E. Scott ’68 and  
Elizabeth Shumaker Scott
David L. Short ’64 and Tammy Short 
Nicholas James St. George ’65 
Town Creek Foundation
Virginia Law Foundation 
Joseph T. Waldo ’78 
Susan Starr Williamson 
Mrs. Hillsman V. Wilson 
Henry C. Wolf ’66 and Dixie Davis Wolf
Chancellor’s Circle (Gifts of $25,000 or more) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
George Wythe Society (Gifts of $10,000 or more) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sharyl L. and Alan T. Ackerman
Joseph Alexander Foundation, Inc.
Betsy C. Anderson 
Sally James Andrews ’73 and William 
Chapman Andrews III ’73 
Michael Edward Baumann ’79 
Edward Robert Blumberg ’75 and  
Iliana Blumberg 
Anne Elizabeth Bomar ’91 
Samuel F. Boyte ’75 
Rick L. Burdick ’76 
Stephen Patrick Carney ’80 and Patricia Davis 
Davis & Harman LLP 
Christopher Roger Mack DeLacy ’99
Douglas Dziak ’99
Edward L. Flippen ’74 
Barbara Louise Johnson ’84 
>aVe[[a /rQٻ\P 3errQOaV ’9 aVL  
Dennis F. Kerrigan, Jr. ’91
Robert Milton Kesler ’83 
Joyce Ann Kuhns ’83 
Wayne M. Lee ’75 
Alexander Snyder-Mackler ’14 and  
Laura Coogan Mackler 
Becca and Paul Marcus
Stephen Edward McGregor ’74 
Zella L. Mervis
John Brad O’Grady ’85 
The Walter I. and Eva Grace Peak Foundation 
James W. Perkins Memorial Trust 
Anne C. and Walter R. Robins Foundation 
Neal John Robinson ’92 and  
Suzanne Renee Robinson ’11 
John A. Scanelli ’72 and  
Brenda Renshaw Scanelli
Price Mitchell Shapiro ’92 
Rand E. Shapiro ’72
Anne Ballard Shumadine ’83 and  
Conrad M. Shumadine
Virginia Environmental Endowment
Virginia Trial Lawyers Association
Edwin Stuart Waitzer ’85
William & Mary Public Service Fund, Inc.
President’s Council (Gifts of $5,000 or more) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gilbert A. Bartlett ’69 and Polly Scott Bartlett
Craig Dennis Bell MLT ’86
Willard Bergman, Jr. ’72 
Patti and Raymond Bozman 
Howard J. Busbee ’67, MLT ’68 
Robert Harvey Chappell III ’90 
Timothy Andrew Coyle ’74 and  
Betty Wade Wyatt Coyle 
Jacqueline Ray Denning ’76
Dean Davison M. Douglas and  
Kathryn R. Urbonya
Deborah Ann Eckert ’96 and  
Paul Robert Eckert ’96 
Anna P. Engh ’89
Felicia L. Faragasso ’90 
Lauren Anne Ferrari ’83
Robert Michael Fitzgerald ’75
Kerry Casey Flaherty ’94 
Thomas Richard Frantz ’73, MLT ’81 
Melanie Godschall ’85 
Aaron Steven Goldsmith ’00 
Wendy J. Hahn ’95 and  
Andrew Michael Ollis ’95 
Terry Eugene Hall ’86 
Elizabeth Besio Hardin ’89
Robert I. Harwood ’71 
Thomas P. Hollowell ’68, MLT ’69 
Honeywell, Inc. 
Michel Yves Horton ’81
Stephen John Horvath III ’84
Laura Dawn Hunt ’95
Edwin, Severn and Sarah Kellam
Ellen Dassance Kennedy ’97 and  
John Benson Kennedy ’97 
Laura Everitt Kostel
Julie P. Laine ’95
Jessica Leigh Lynch ’92
Jon Marshall Mahan ’96
Frederick B. Malvin
Catherine Millious Marriott ’86
Brian R. Marron ’84
Eric Anton Mazie ’84
Robert M. McDowell ’90 
McGuireWoods LLP 
Victor Jay Miller ’93 
Leila Jacobson Noel ’83
Dianne E. O’Donnell ’76
Kevin M. O’Neill ’99 and  
Patty Purish O’Neill 
Carol Hill Pickard ’79 and  
Richard Randolph Pickard ’79 
Wendy Nuckols Reed ’92 and  
Christopher Claar Reed ’92 
Catherine Josephine Rotolo ’08 
Gretchen Mary Santamour ’84 and  
Brian Thomas Ortelere ’86 
DeRonda Elaine Miniard Short ’78 
Andrew M. Smith ’94
Maxine B. Steinberg 
Marguerite Hopkins Taylor ’91 and  
Marc Andre Taylor ’89 
TowneBank Foundation
Charles Kent Trible MLT ’76 
John Carl Valdivielso ’97 
Virginia League of Conservation Voters 
Virginia Peninsula Chapter of the Military 
7ٻKer[ A[[oKQa\QoV oN AmerQKa 
Martin D. Walsh ’73 
John William Wesley ’85 
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Dean’s Council (Gifts of $2,500 or more) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Alumni who graduated in the previous four Þears maÞ oin with a gift of f£]äää or moreÆ alumni who graduated in the previous five to seven Þears 
may join with a gift of $1,500 or more; and alumni who graduated in the previous eight to nine years may join with a gift of $2,000 or more.
Evan E. Adair ’75 
Paul Ashley Ainsworth ’03 
Peter A. and Eileen Alces 
Anne Hampton Andrews ’11 
Carla N. Archie ’95 
Marcia E. Asquith ’90 
Marshall B. Barton ’94 
Timothy Dickens Battin ’90 
Mark Randolf Baumgartner ’00 
Matthew J. Bissonette ’95 
Catherine Mahoney Blue ’80 
Aaron Samuel Book ’99 
Michael R. Borasky ’75 
Jennie G. Cordis Boswell ’08 and  
William Leslie Boswell III ’07 
Jennifer Elle Bowen ’10
James Matheson Boyd ’87 
James H. Boykin III ’04 
Jeffrey <oLL *obmaV ’ 
Ryan William Browning ’07 
Elliott Matthew Buckner ’00 
Lynda Lee Butler 
Marcia Stuart Ceplecha ’94 
Stephanie Rever Chu ’92 and  
Michael Paul Chu ’92 
Daniel Patrick Clark ’81 
Comcast Corporation 
Susan Beth Comparato ’94 and  
Paul Patrick Rooney ’94 
C. Lacey Compton, Jr. ’65 
Cameron N. Cosby ’90 
Jeffrey 6QKPola[ +o[\aSo[ ’88 
LoQ[ 5. +rQ\KPÅelL 
David M. Dalke ’93 
H. Michael Deneka ’88 
Beth Schipper DeSimone ’84 and  
James Michael DeSimone ’85 
Michael Edward Dick ’06 
Julius & Blanche Diener Foundation, Inc. 
Eric Lee Dobberteen ’73 
Garen Edward Dodge ’82 
David Andrew Domansky ’88 
John E. Donaldson ’63 and Sue M. Donaldson 
Christopher Kent Dorsey ’07
James Ian Dougherty ’12 
Thomas Edward Doughty ’73 
Mark S. Dray ’68, MLT ’69 
Kathleen Marie Edge ’85 
Brook A. Edinger ’94 
Cheshire Eveleigh ’89 and Robert J. Eveleigh ’88 
Nora M. Brown Everett ’84
Rosa Jean Evergreen ’05 
Sara Beiro Farabow ’90 
Walter S. and Kay Felton 
+lQfforL *rQLOe[ .lee\ 111 ’9
Virginia Katherine Fogg ’87 
Mary Allison Francis ’90 
Alvaro Garcia-Tunon ’79 
Michael John Garvin ’84 
Arthur Evan Gary ’83 
Jonathan Andrew George ’85 
Sharon J. Glover ’90 
Michael George Grable ’97 
Amy Kirtland Graham ’00 and  
Daniel P. Graham ’01 
John Everett Greenbacker, Jr. ’73 
Kaitan Prakash Gupta ’14 
Connie Karassas Gutierrez ’89 
Kathryn Wilson Hambrick ’94 and  
Jonathan Holland Hambrick ’94 
Anne Stuart Hayes ’93 and  
Dion William Hayes ’92 
Mark S. Hedberg ’90 
Dennis C. Hensley ’70 
Ingrid Michelsen Hillinger ’76 and  
Michael George Hillinger ’83 
Sarah Collins Honenberger ’78 and 
Christopher Jay Honenberger ’77 
Michael David Horlick ’73 
Sarah Shank Hull ’84 
Kathleen Ann Hunter ’79 and  
Robert Quentin Harris ’79 
Kathy Davidson Ireland ’80 and  
James Frederick Ireland III ’80 
John J. Jarosak ’85 
<Poma[ Jeffer[oV 1> ’98 
Bryce D. Jewett ’01 
Pamela McDade Johnson ’89 
Richard Carl Josephson ’72 
Robert R. Kaplan ’72 
Kindra Lynn Kirkeby ’00 
Denise Williams Koch 
John G. Kruchko ’75 
Marc-Olivier Langlois ’96 
Fredric I. and Diane Lederer 
Andrew Ralston Livingston ’90 
Michael D. Lubeley ’72 
Jennifer Ann Maceda ’04 
Claire M. Maddox ’05 
Thomas G. Martinchek ’94 
John E. Mauk ’02 
Steven William McGrath ’74 
Donald Robert McKillop ’87 
Elaine Lytle Mead ’73 
James A. Metcalfe ’75 
+Parle[ .. 5QLSQff ’0 
Steven Michael Miller ’84 
William Frederick Miller ’74 
Joseph Patrick Moan ’88 
J. W. Montgomery III ’72 
Carla S. Moreland ’84 
J. Thomas Morina ’83 
Thomas Christopher Moyer ’12
Robert Lawrence Musick, Jr. MLT ’86 
Jeffrey Lee 5][maV ’ 
Nora Garcia Nickel ’07 and  
Edward Kelley Nickel ’07 
William Edward Nolan ’00 
Eileen A. Olds ’82 
Sheryl Lynn Orr ’01 
Stephen Lee Owen ’77 
John Elwood Owens ’04 
Michael Christopher Pacella ’07 
Lindsay Ann Paladino ’14 and  
Kevin Spencer Elliker ’14 
Maquiling Bacdayan Parkerson ’98 
Joseph J. Pecoraro ’75 
Teresa Brazzel Pernini ’94 and  
David M. Pernini ’94 
Rosser J. Pettit ’65 
Michael Daniel Phillips ’77 
Douglas F. Pinter ’77 
Richard G. Poinsett ’71 
Thomas Wayne Ports, Jr. ’12 
Anita Owings Poston ’74 and  
Charles Evans Poston ’74 
Meyer & Anna Prentis Family Foundation 
Marc Edward Purintun ’00 
William M. and Mary Bobbitt Richardson 
Amy Lamoureux Riella ’02 and  
Michael J. Riella ’02 
Lee Russell Rimler ’94 
Sandra Elizabeth Rizzo ’92 
C. Arthur Robinson II ’85 
Jimmy F. Robinson, Jr. ’98 
Mark Lawrence Rodgers ’82 
Gregory Michael Romano ’97 
Polly Kay Sandness ’07 
R. J. Scaggs, Jr. ’88 
Jeffrey 5elKPQor SKPlerN ’9 
Ali Reza Sharifahmadian ’96 
Mary Elizabeth Sherwin ’00 
Phillip Aden Short, Sr. ’77, MLT ’78 
The Sidley Austin Foundation 
Sons & Daughters of the Colonial & 
Antebellum Bench and Bar 1565–1861 
Linda Watkins Sorkin ’65 
Meade Addison Spotts ’82 
Walter B. Stowe, Jr. ’74 
Lynne Jean Strobel ’88 
President Emeritus and  
Mrs. Timothy J. Sullivan
Karla Baker Thompson ’11
Jane Dandridge Tucker ’86 and  
Philip Lee Russo, Jr. ’84 
President Emeritus Paul Robert Verkuil and 
Judith Rodin 
Wabtec 
Anne Walsh ’97 and Adam Werneth Walsh ’97 
Emmet T. White, Jr. ’71 
Gregory P. Williams ’82 
/re\KPeV 5arQe ?olÅVOer ’8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The John Marshall Associates (Gifts of $1,000 or more) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tyler Michael Akagi ’07 
Joanne Jones Allen ’92 and E. G. Allen III ’91 
David G. Altizer ’75 
Altria
Ada-Marie Walsh Aman ’02 and  
Matthew Kristian Aman ’02 
3areV L. A\SQV[oVLoffreLo ’9 
Monica Mary Ayres ’00 
Joshua Ellis Baker ’06 
Francis James Baltz ’79 
Michael Anthony Baranowicz ’77 
Jayne W. Barnard 
Kevin Michael Barnes ’03 
William J. G. Barnes ’86 
Stanley G. Barr, Jr. ’66 
C. Butler Barrett ’68 
R. Gregory Barton ’76 
Deborah Ryan Beckmann ’91 
James Jackson Bilsborrow ’08 
Megan Eliza Bisk ’06 and  
Michael Thomas Kaufman ’06 
Robert Friend Boyd ’52 and Sara Miller Boyd 
Robert Edward Bradenham II ’73 
Brambleton Group LLC 
J. Robert Bray ’65 
Timothy Michael Broas ’79 
Samuel Morton Brock III ’81 
Ann Burke Brogan ’85 and  
Patrick Michael Brogan ’85 
Morgan Diane Brooke-Devlin ’79 and  
Forest Anthony Nester ’77 
Sloan Brooke-Devlin ’79 and  
Donald Anthony Gregory ’79 
Walter Colby Brown ’80 
Susan Elizabeth Bruce ’97 
Ronald L. Buckwalter ’62 
R. Edwin Burnette, Jr. ’78 
L. Lee Byrd ’88 
Louis Kerford Campbell ’75 
Jennifer Gorga Capone ’04 
Carneal-Drew Foundation 
Central Radio Company, Inc. 
Elizabeth Dopp Chupik ’92 
Thomas C. Clark ’68 
Alisa Pittman Cleek ’96 
E. Carter Chandler Clements ’04 and 
Christopher Ross Clements ’04 
Pa]l -LwarL +lQfforL ’ 
Tameka Meshaun Collier ’01 
Thomas G. Connolly ’87 
William Michael Connolly ’94 
Eric D. Cook ’04 
James Edward Cornwell, Jr. ’74 
Michael F. Cox ’95 
J. Thompson Cravens ’87 
John Nelson Crist ’76 
T. Andrew Culbert ’81 
Douglas Paul DeMoss ’86 
Jeffrey *rQaV ,e\wQler ’8 
A. Mechele Dickerson 
Roland W. Dodson ’65 
Timothy Dugan ’83 
Llezelle Agustin Dugger ’95 
Michael Durrer ’87 
Barbara Jean Endres ’91 
John B. Evans ’71 
Anne Marie Fealey ’87 
Mark G. Ferguson ’83 
Bryan A. Fratkin ’95 
Lauren Elizabeth Freeman ’90 
Francine E. Friedman ’99 
Michael J. Gaertner ’89 
L. Allison Garde ’86 and John Charles Garde ’86 
Laura Lee Garrett ’90 and A. John Vollino ’90 
Michael William Garvey ’91 
Michael Allen Gatje ’86 
Lawrence Henry Gennari ’89 
Joseph F. Giordano ’83 
Lawrence Hoyt Glanzer ’76 
Louanna Godwin Goolsby ’95 
S\eXPeV 5]rray /rQٻ\P Jr. ’8 
Susan S. Grover 
Jeanne Morrell Harrell ’89 and  
Kenneth Wayne Harrell ’88 
Robert L. Harris, Jr. ’91 
Michael Warren Hassell ’81 
Barbara Lorentson Heywood ’81 
Donna L. Holleran ’87 and  
Michael Joseph Holleran ’86 
Douglas L. Hornsby ’77 
John R. Hunt ’82 
Daron L. Janis ’07 
Amy Louise Jarmon ’92 
Christine Mary Johnson ’94 
Christopher Russell Johnson ’96 
Stephen James Kalista ’76 
Robert Richard Kaplan, Jr. ’95 
Golaleh Kazemi ’04 
William H. Kennedy Jr. ’95 
Evans Leon King ’80 
Ray Webb King ’82 
William Edward King ’80 
Kathryn Derr Kohler ’82 and  
William W. Kohler ’82 
Christopher Dikran Koomey ’94 
Amy Rollins Kreisler ’95 
,eaVVa /rQٻ\P 3]Kler ’99 aVL  
Robert D. Kucler ’99 
Lauren S. Lamberth ’05 and  
William G. Lamberth II ’04 
R. Kimbark Lee ’84 
Gregg Henry Lehman ’86 
Jeffrey /. LeVPar\ ’8 
John H. Lhost ’74 
David St. Clair Lowman, Jr. ’80, MLT ’81 
Alan D. MacDonald ’66 
R. Shawn Majette ’79 
Gary Stephen Marshall ’79 
Cathleen Valentine Martin ’85 
Toni Marie Massaro ’80 
David P. Massaron ’04 
Christopher Cochrane Matteson ’99 
Edward Anthony McCullough ’79 
James Angus McDonald ’78 
Linda J. McDowell ’86 
Linda Peele McGavin ’83 and  
John David McGavin ’82 
John Thomas McNelis ’92 
Christopher Rowe Mellott ’80 
LeRoy Francis Millette, Jr. ’74 
Gerrish Milliken, Jr. 
Steven M. Mister ’89 
Diane Preston Moore ’96 and  
Michael D. Moore ’96 
Stephanie Zapata Moore ’98 and  
Gregory B. Moore ’99 
Julie Brady Murdoch ’83 and  
Scott Orlo Murdoch ’77 
Sean Francis Murphy ’82 
James B. Murray, Jr. ’74 
William Gordon Murray, Jr. ’73 
Justin M. Neidig ’10 
George S. Newman ’70 
Tanner Alan Nielson ’07 
Alan L. Nordlinger 
Norva Plastics, Inc. 
Kristen Dacey O’Connor ’10 
Sara Towery O’Hara ’83 and  
Charles Joseph O’Hara ’83 
Christopher Michael Olson ’92 
Samantha Stecker Otero ’95 and  
Stephen Dennis Otero ’95 
Donald Gary Owens ’71 
David Parker ’85 
Chris Arthur Paul ’83 
Gregory Arthur Paw ’88 
Mark William Pearson ’89 
James A. Penney ’83 
PepsiCo 
Karen Waldron Perrine ’83 and  
William Chadwick Perrine ’83 
Stuart Alan Pleasants ’80 
Daniel David Portanova ’66 
Katherine and E. Wayne Powell 
Joseph John Quigley ’93 
James Bailey Rattray ’75, MLT ’83 
Andrew Palmer Reeve ’10 
DT Regan Charitable Foundation 
Jacquelynne Jordan Regan ’07 and  
Donald Thomas Regan III ’05 
Terri Lee Reicher ’86 
Kevin David Rice ’00 
Ricoh USA, Incorporated 
John K. Roche ’04 
Bryan David Rosenberger ’74 
Gary Franklin Roth ’74 
David Scott Rudiger ’84 
Steven R. Salbu ’81 
Lisa L. Schenkel ’82 
/orLoV Jo[eXP SKPQff ’8 
Joel H. Shane ’71 
Thomas A. Shiels ’64 
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Howard P. Smith ’70 
James Harrell Smith ’74 
Sandra L. Smith ’00 
Southern Environmental Law Center 
Elizabeth A. Speck ’02 
W. Laird Stabler III ’80 
?QllQam LewQ[ S\a]ffer Jr. ’ 
Allison Marie Stelter ’07 
Marta and James T. Stewart 
Ray C. Stoner ’71 
Mark William Strattner ’80 
David Alan Street ’90 
Kris J. Sundberg ’76 
Peter Alan Susser ’79 
Mary Jo Swartz ’90 
Howard R. Sykes, Jr. ’76, MLT ’83 
Lydia Calvert Taylor ’80 
Sean M. Tepe ’04 
Michael Hunter Terry ’82 
Jennifer S. Thibodeau ’02 and  
Stephen W. Thibodeau ’02 
Tina Schober Thomas ’83 and  
Robert William Thomas ’83 
E. Diane Newsom Thompson ’81 and  
C. Gerard Thompson ’80 
Deborah Bosworth Toney ’85 
Robert Edward Trono ’88
John Joseph Tuozzolo ’73 
Raymond George Tyburski, Jr. ’74 
University of Richmond School of Law 
Rachel Elizabeth van der Voort ’97 
Mary and David S. Versfelt 
Robert W. Warnement 
Rhett Louis Weiss ’86 
Gerald Carlyle Wells ’94 
Joshua Steven Whitley ’08 
Douglas S. Wood ’72 
Robert Williams Wooldridge, Jr. ’79 
World Resources Institute 
Kathy Ann Younkins ’84 
J. R. Zepkin ’65
The St. George Tucker Associates (Gifts of $500 or more) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Joanne Moloney Adamchak ’85 
Debra Cooney Albiston ’83 
Christopher Ambrosio ’97 
Leasa Woods Anderson ’05 
Anonymous 
Jessica Rachel Arons ’00 
Belinda A. Bacon ’93 
Francis Cocke Bagbey ’80 
Kyle Richard Bahr ’08 
John Claudius Baker ’57 
Joshua Baker 
R. Joseph Barton ’00 
David P. Beach ’65 
Coburn Robinson Beck ’98 
Timothy David Belevetz ’93 
Elizabeth and John A. V. Berry 
R. Barrow Blackwell ’77 
Mitchell Gerald Blair ’82 
Nelson Adrian Blish ’79 
Stephan James Boardman ’73 
Stephanie C. Bovee ’01 
Donald Paul Boyle, Jr. ’89 
Paul Martin Breme ’99 
Alana Culver Brenner ’85 and  
Matthew Gary Brenner ’85 
Jocelyn West Brittin ’79 
Thomas Willcox Brooke ’90 
Caprice B. Brown 
Jon William Bruce ’69 
David Thomas Bules ’08 
Beth Kurowski Bunnell ’93 and  
Donald Paul Bunnell ’94 
F. Prince Butler ’68 
Lisa A. Cahill ’90 
Deborah Mancoll Casey ’87 
Jane Sherman Chambers ’92 and  
Edward Lacey Chambers, Jr. ’74 
Sara Ruth Chandler ’00 
Maryann Nolan Chong ’07 and Yunup Chong ’07 
Wallace Ernest Christner ’85 
Kevin Francis Clines ’90 
Thomas P. Cody ’91 
I. Mark Cohen LLM ’89 
Roberta Ann Colton ’82 
Melissa Ann Conner ’02 and  
Ian Robert Conner ’03 
William and Marcia Connolly 
Glen Edward Conrad ’74 
Nicholas C. Conte ’87 
Jennifer Vollmer Copas ’99 and  
David Nilen Copas ’98 
Caitlyn Alyse Cotter ’12 and  
<Qmo\Py Jo[eXP 0]ff[\]\\er ’ 
Gary Wade Crawford MLT ’80 
Ann Kiley Crenshaw ’80 
Lawrence Gordon Cumming ’76 
Kate V. Dafoe ’11 
Andrea L. D’Ambra ’03 
Amy Holt Davis ’85 
John L. Deal ’76 
Paul Joseph Dechary ’00 
Joshua Paul DeFord ’10 
Derek C. DeGrass ’04 
Barbara Turotsy Del Greco ’87 
Robert Barnes Delano, Jr. ’81 
Nancy North Delogu ’94 
Zachariah James DeMeola ’10 
Neal E. Devins 
Dustin Harr Devore ’01 
Blythe Erin Dillon ’06 
Craig Alexander Anthony Dixon ’00 
Jennifer Maki Dodge ’05 
Michael Robert Doucette ’84 
Carol and Dennis F. Douglas 
John Raymond Doyle III ’82 
Mark Menton Dumler ’89 
A. Overton Durrett ’60, MLT ’63 
John V. Edwards ’92 
John Chinniah Fernando ’92 
Donna Esposito Fincher ’90 and  
Charles Anthony Fincher ’90 
Robert Andrew Fisher ’01 
Theodore John Fisher ’96 
John Richard Fletcher ’75 
Samantha Jean Quan Forsyth 
Aundria D. Foster ’82 
Andrew Richard Fox ’04 
Sheldon M. Franck ’75, MLT ’78 
Alan Maurice Frieden ’82 
Constance Harriet Frogale ’78 
Crombie James Dickinson Garrett, Jr. ’75 
Daniel Charles Gasink ’00 
Adam M. Gershowitz and Laura R. Killinger 
M. Scott Goodman ’78 
J. Michael Gray ’81 
Sarah R. Greene ’05 
Amy J. Greer ’89 
Anne Gordon Greever ’76 
,a^QL 5QKPael /rQٻ\P ’80 
Barbara Swatling Griswold ’79 
Troy Leo Gwartney ’09 
Michael Stephen Hacskaylo ’76 
Sean Patrick Haney ’01 
Kimberly J. Hargrove ’05 and  
Justin M. Hargrove ’05 
Brenda Ayres Hart ’82 
Allison N. Hatchett ’05 and  
Stephen Thomas Del Percio ’05 
Robert A. Hendel ’68 
Joanne B. Hickcox ’76 and Carl V. Howard ’75 
Kenneth N. Hickox, Jr. ’95 
0. *raLNorL 0offmaV ’9 
Daniel Lee Hogans ’93 
Barry M. Hollander ’69 
Lacy Estel Holly III ’89 
Michael David Homans ’95 
William Benjamin Hopkins, Jr. ’80 
Lelia Baum Hopper ’74 
Mark Joseph Horoschak ’76 
Joseph L. Howard, Jr. ’68 
Richard Hugh Howard-Smith ’84, MLT ’85 
Christopher Edward Howe ’86 
Richard Allan Hricik ’93 
Jon David Huddleston ’86 
Kevin Robert Huennekens ’79 
Gary Edward Hughes ’73 
J. Gregory Humphries ’81 
Carrie R. Hunt ’00 and  
Theodore Leonard Hunt ’00 
Christopher Hutton ’75 
David B. Jackson ’75 
W. George Jameson ’75 
Jerry K. Jebo ’74 
Douglas Tucker Jenkins ’82 
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Donald Peder Johnsen ’87 
Robert Olin Johnston, Sr. ’75 
Robert Wayne Jones ’89 
Joseph Harry Kaczmarek ’12 
Scot Alan Katona ’84 
David Sherwood Keir ’90 
Kevin Martin Kenneally ’00 
Patricia Sugrue Ketchum ’80 
Steven Vaughan Key ’97 
Julia Marie Kiraly ’01 and  
David Samuel Johnson ’01 
J. Paul Knap MLT ’84 
J. Nicholas Kornegay ’06 
Kenneth A. Krantz ’77 
Robert H. Kremers 
James Phillip LaCasse ’73 
Bruce R. Lange ’70 
David W. Lannetti ’99 
Allison Orr Larsen and Drew Larsen 
W. Henry Lawrence ’82 
League of Women Voters of Virginia 
Education Fund 
John W. Lee 
Shawn K. Leppo ’02 
Michael P. Lesniak ’67 
J. Dean Lewis ’73 
Rebecca M. Liethen ’00 and  
John George Liethen ’00 
Daniel Glenn Lonergan ’83 
Courtney M. Malveaux ’02 
Jerianne Elizabeth Mancini ’92 
Pamela Jenkins Mason ’00 
Sally O’Neill Mauldin ’77 
W. Neal McBrayer ’89 
Janet Sadler McCrae ’07 
Elizabeth Yvonne McElroy ’07 
Roger D. Meade ’75 
Catherine Meeker ’90 
Cabell Christian Mercer ’74 
Courtney Eason Mercer ’74 
Douglas E. Miller ’95 
James Dewey Miller ’85 
Laura Beth Miller ’85 
Tommy E. Miller ’73 
Toni A. Friess Millner ’95 and  
Christopher Bost Millner ’96 
Richard Mitchell ’74 
Mary Jane Morrison ’81 
Melissa Anne Mott ’07 
Kevin Brian Muhlendorf ’98 
Bart Gary Newland ’84 
3e^QV ,]ffy 6orwooL ’80 
Lisa Erin O’Donald ’95 and  
Jonathan C. Rotter ’95 
William Abner Old, Jr. ’80 
Matthew J. O’Toole ’92 
Our Lady of Good Counsel 
Collins Leonard Owens, Jr. ’83 
Hasan and Ulku Ozinal 
Thomas Crawford Palmer, Jr. ’66 
Martha Anne Pampel ’91 
Sharon Elizabeth Pandak ’78 
Philip D. Paschall ’74 
Anne Marie Patterson 
Patricia Mastromichalis Paul ’82 
Steven R. Perles ’75 
Samuel W. Phillips ’54 
Jeffrey Jo[eXP PolQKP ’00 
David McKay Post ’73 
Debra Jean Prillaman ’76 
N. Woodrow Pusey ’64 
James Taylor Pye ’75 
Merlin Moulthrop Renne ’75 
Bradley Allan Ridlehoover ’08 
Patricia Erikson Roberts ’92 
Michael Anthony Robusto ’83 
Robert Patrick Rodrigue ’73 
Nicholas Meade Roegner ’96 
Marc Michael Rose ’06 
Karanja Kamau Rouse ’98 
Elizabeth E. Rylander ’99 and  
Jason C. Rylander ’00 
Ralph G. Santos ’80 
Richard Alan Saunders ’77 
Donald E. Scearce ’70 
Maarten Willem Sengers ’93 
Richard Morey Sherman ’80 
Kenneth Roy Shook ’00 
MaryBeth Wysocki Shreiner ’07 
Frederick L. Shreves II ’71 
Mark C. Simmons ’86 
Allison Cox Skinner ’99 
Mark Edward Slaughter ’76, LLM ’89 
Conway W. Smith III ’70 
Michael Wayne Smith ’09 
Rebecca Beach Smith ’79 
Kirstin Mueller Snead ’95 and  
George Perkins Snead ’95 
Martha Leary Sotelo ’90 and  
Thomas Paul Sotelo ’90 
Todd Nicholas Spalding ’01 
Laura Spector-Morgan ’98 
Charles D. Stark ’72 
R. Lee Stephens, Jr. ’87 
Richard W. Stern MLT ’80 
Ryan John Stevens ’08 
Robert Wright Stewart ’53 
Jason Lee Stickler ’08 
E. Kendall Stock ’64 
Margaret N. Strand ’76 
Raymond H. Suttle, Jr. ’88 
Courtney Bennett Svajian ’07 and  
Stephen George Svajian ’08 
Mark David and Christina Checkel Sweet 
Lee Evan Tankle ’13 
Jeffrey L. <arSeV\oV ’8 
Albert J. Taylor, Jr. ’70 
Barry Michael Taylor ’83, LLM ’84 
Gilbert Earle Teal ’91 
Zenon Charles Tencza ’78 
Terry Peterson Residential Companies, LLC 
Themis Bar Review LLC 
James Joseph Thomas II ’76 
Elizabeth Stutts Thompson ‘07 
Megan Carden Timmins ’98 
Alison Wickizer Toepp ’07 and  
Christopher Jamieson Toepp ’07 
Mark LaMonte Tunnell ’75 
Elizabeth Scott Turner ’14 
Lindsey Robinson Vaala ’08 
Chamie Grandy Valentine LLM ’92 
Mark C. Van Deusen ’98 
Howard Arthur VanDine III ’87 
Robert Lee Vaughn, Jr. ’81 
Paul J. Verbesey ’98 
Sue W. Villarosa ’74 
Vitreus Foundation 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Warthen III 
Helen H. and Michael E. Warwick 
Michael Lawerance Warwick ’12 
Amy Marie Waskowiak ’95 and  
Brett Anthony Loney ’95 
William L. Wellons ’68
Colon Hall Whitehurst ’79 
Kenneth Nicholson Whitehurst, Jr. ’66 
Rodney Turner Willett’90 
Jere M. H. Willis ’84 
William H. Woolston ’07 
Chunlian Yang ’09 
Ronald Burt Zedd ’65 
Steven Joseph Zweig ’91 
Gifts at Work
John E. Donaldson Classroom
As an undergraduate and law student, Randy S. Hawthorne ’67, 
J.D. ’70, M.L.T. ’71 took multiple courses under John E. Donaldson 
J.D. ’63, William & Mary’s Ball Professor of Law Emeritus, and even 
worSeL aloVO[QLe PQm a\ a loKal ?QllQam[J]rO aKKo]V\QVO Årm. 
Wanting to honor his teacher, friend, and mentor, Hawthorne and 
his wife, Shelby M. Hawthorne ’67, M.A.Ed. ’75, decided to make a 
gift that also improves the educational experience at the Law School.
The result is the John E. Donaldson Classroom. Dedicated in Fall 
0 \Pe N]lly reN]rJQ[PeL PQOP\eKP Kla[[room :oom  offer[ 
\Pe la\e[\ QV PQOP LeÅVQ\QoV a]LQo^Q[]al \eKPVoloOy aVL ^QLeo 
conferencing equipment.
Donaldson joined the faculty in 1966 and taught tax law and trusts 
and estates for 35 years. His accolades include the Thomas A. Graves 
Teaching Award, the Walter L. Williams, Jr., Memorial Teaching 
Award, the Law School Association’s Citizen-Lawyer Award, and 
\Pe <Poma[ Jeffer[oV AwarL. 
In addition to their leadership gift for the Donaldson Classroom, the 
Hawthornes have made generous gifts in support of scholarships for 
law students.
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2014–2015 Alumni Donors by Class Year
Class of 1950 — 100%
Harvey Jacobson 
Sidney Schwartz 
William Luther White, Sr. 
Class of 1951 — 14%
Robert C. Stackhouse 
Class of 1952 — 33%
Robert Friend Boyd 
James M. Pickrell 
Class of 1953 — 17%
Robert Wright Stewart
Class of 1954 — 67%
Charles Bruce Lester
Samuel W. Phillips 
Class of 1955 — 29%
James E. Lawrence
Julia Wilkins Willis 
Class of 1956 — 33%
Montgomery Knight, Jr. 
W. Charles Poland 
Class of 1957 — 33%
John Claudius Baker*
Class of 1958 — 40%
Philip G. Denman 
Frank Vaughan Emmerson, Jr. 
Class of 1959 — 44%
Charles Riley Cloud
Kenneth H. Lambert, Jr. 
T. Rodman Layman
David Charles Rittenhouse 
Class of 1960 — 38%
Fred B. Devitt, Jr. 
A. Overton Durrett 
Lawrence Phillip Roesen 
Class of 1962 — 25%
Ronald L. Buckwalter
Abigail Furst Dunning-Newbury 
Sebastian Gaeta, Jr.
Class of 1963 — 40%
Richard S. Cohen 
John E. Donaldson 
Owen Alan Knopping 
Thomas O’Connor Moyles 
Alan Patrick Owens 
Edmund Lewis Walton, Jr. 
Class of 1964 — 43%
Allan C. Brownfeld 
James W. McGlothlin 
N. Woodrow Pusey 
Thomas A. Shiels 
David L. Short 
E. Kendall Stock 
Class of 1965 — 42%
David P. Beach 
J. Robert Bray 
C. Lacey Compton, Jr. 
Roland W. Dodson 
Michael A. Ialongo 
Kevin K. Kent 
Rosser J. Pettit 
Linda Watkins Sorkin
Nicholas James St. George 
Ronald Burt Zedd 
J. R. Zepkin
Class of 1966 — 31%
Stanley G. Barr, Jr. 
Robert N. Lent 
B. Dean Lorenz 
Alan D. MacDonald 
Thomas Crawford Palmer, Jr. 
Daniel David Portanova 
Alfred D. Swersky
James M. White III 
Kenneth Nicholson Whitehurst, Jr.
Henry C. Wolf 
Allan D. Zaleski 
Class of 1967 — 33%
Ralph K. Barclay, Jr. 
Howard J. Busbee
Craig Unsworth Dana
Vincent F. Ewell, Jr. 
C. Jerry Franklin 
Winston M. Haythe 
Michael P. Lesniak
Shepherd Fitz-Hugh Lewis 
Burke W. Margulies 
O. Forrest Morgan, Jr. 
Horace A. Teass, Jr. 
Class of 1968 — 42%
David Joseph Agatstein
C. Butler Barrett 
James Allison Boyd 
F. Prince Butler 
Thomas C. Clark 
Mark S. Dray 
Francis E. Fletcher, Jr. 
John H. Goodrich, Jr. 
Robert A. Hendel 
Thomas P. Hollowell
Joseph L. Howard, Jr. 
Frank M. Morton III* 
Richard A. Repp 
Robert E. Scott
Garnette Saunders Teass 
Robert Edward Tomes 
Robert Thomas Wandrei 
William L. Wellons
Donald Peter Witty 
Class of 1969 — 30%
3areV L. A\SQV[oVLoffreLo 
Gilbert A. Bartlett 
Jon William Bruce
Robert S. Dutro
John B. Gaidies 
Frederick P. Grill 
E. Alan Hechtkopf 
Barry M. Hollander 
James Danford Kemper, Jr.
David S. Miles 
Paul M. Morley 
Gerald D. Robertson 
Scott Hugh Swan 
Class of 1970 — 37%
Ralph Alexander Elmore III 
Anthony Gaeta, Jr. 
Dennis C. Hensley 
Bruce R. Lange 
+Parle[ .. 5QLSQff 
George S. Newman 
Kenneth Alvin Phillips 
John J. Sabourin, Jr. 
Donald E. Scearce 
Conway W. Smith III 
Howard P. Smith 
Stuart Douglas Spirn 
C. Vernon Spratley III 
Albert J. Taylor, Jr. 
Class of 1971 — 27%
William R. Bland 
John B. Evans 
Robert I. Harwood
Q. Russell Hatchl 
Davis G. Heatwole 
Robert C. Nichols 
Donald Gary Owens 
Richard G. Poinsett 
Thomas S. Reavely 
Joel H. Shane
Frederick L. Shreves II 
Ray C. Stoner 
Emmet T. White, Jr. 
*Deceased
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Class of 1972 — 31%
Michael Irving Ashe 
Willard Bergman, Jr. 
Peter Michael Desler 
Richard Carl Josephson 
Robert R. Kaplan 
Michael D. Lubeley 
J. W. Montgomery III 
John M. Peterson 
John A. Scanelli 
Morgan E. Scott, Jr. 
Rand E. Shapiro 
Wilson Farant Skinner, Jr. 
Charles D. Stark 
Alvin David Treado 
Douglas S. Wood 
Class of 1973 — 25%
Sally James Andrews 
William Chapman Andrews III
Stephan James Boardman 
Robert Edward Bradenham II 
Mary A. Tuttle Discini 
Eric Lee Dobberteen 
Thomas Edward Doughty 
David Strange Favre 
Thomas Richard Frantz 
John Everett Greenbacker, Jr. 
/eVe +lyLe /rQٻV 
Michael David Horlick 
Gary Edward Hughes 
Stephen Allen Isaacs 
Mark William Korotash 
James Phillip LaCasse 
J. Dean Lewis
John A. McKinney, Jr. 
Elaine Lytle Mead 
Edward Alan Miller, Jr. 
Tommy E. Miller
William Gordon Murray, Jr. 
Jeffrey Lee 5][maV 
David McKay Post 
Robert Patrick Rodrigue 
Leslie Jay Roos 
Larry Benjamin Slipow 
Thomas T. Terp 
John Joseph Tuozzolo 
Martin D. Walsh 
Class of 1974 — 33%
James Frederick Almand
Nancy Battaglia
Douglas Eric Brown 
Jack Edward Call 
Edward Lacey Chambers, Jr. 
Pa]l -LwarL +lQfforL 
Glen Edward Conrad
James Edward Cornwell, Jr. 
Timothy Andrew Coyle 
Rebecca April Fitch 
Edward L. Flippen 
C. Linwood Gregory 
Richard Paul Hackman 
Stephen David Halliday 
Lelia Baum Hopper 
Steven Leon Jackson 
Jerry K. Jebo 
David Ray Johnson 
E. Michael Keating III 
John H. Lhost 
Raymond Bruce Long
John Carroll McDougal 
Steven William McGrath 
Stephen Edward McGregor 
Cabell Christian Mercer
Courtney Eason Mercer
William Frederick Miller 
LeRoy Francis Millette, Jr
Richard Mitchell 
James B. Murray, Jr. 
Philip D. Paschall 
Gregory Michael Pomije
Anita Owings Poston 
Charles Evans Poston
Bryan David Rosenberger 
Gary Franklin Roth 
William Frederick Seitz 
James Harrell Smith
?QllQam LewQ[ S\a]ffer Jr. 
Walter B. Stowe, Jr. 
Anthony Paul Tokarz
Raymond George Tyburski, Jr. 
Sue W. Villarosa 
+lQfforL :oJer\ ?eKS[\eQV
George Lawrence Wells 
Class of 1975 — 38%
Evan E. Adair 
David G. Altizer 
Daralyn Gordon Arata 
Worth Durham Banner 
Edward Robert Blumberg 
Michael R. Borasky 
Samuel F. Boyte 
Louis Kerford Campbell
Edward Timothy Clancy 
Sharon Adrienne Coles-Stewart 
Elaine P. Cooper 
George C. Fairbanks IV 
Craig Allen Fisher 
Robert Michael Fitzgerald 
John Richard Fletcher 
Sheldon M. Franck 
Crombie James Dickinson Garrett, Jr. 
Rebecca Rawls Habel 
Carl V. Howard 
Gregory Hutchinson 
Christopher Hutton
David B. Jackson 
W. George Jameson 
Robert Olin Johnston, Sr. 
Barbara H. Kamp 
John G. Kruchko 
Wayne M. Lee 
Donald L. Lewy 
Charles E. Mandigo 
Richard John McCue
Roger D. Meade 
James A. Metcalfe 
Joseph J. Pecoraro 
Gary R. Peet 
Steven R. Perles 
James Taylor Pye 
James Bailey Rattray
Merlin Moulthrop Renne
Louis K. Rothberg 
Eugene W. Shannon 
Daniel P. Small 
Allen C. Tanner, Jr. 
Mark LaMonte Tunnell
Steve Houston Watkins 
Robert T. Whittaker 
Class of 1976 — 36%
Gary Alonzo Barranger 
R. Gregory Barton 
Darrel W. Bender 
Janet L. Brown 
Rick L. Burdick 
,a^QL +Parle[ +aVÅelL 
John Nelson Crist 
James Robert Cromwell 
Lawrence Gordon Cumming 
John L. Deal 
Jacqueline Ray Denning 
James Lockhart Dickinson 
Heather Lynne Dorion 
Thomas Harry Dundon 
Eugene Albert Ferreri, Jr. 
Eric Fiske 
Richard Morehead Foard 
Lawrence Hoyt Glanzer 
Robert Bachrach Goldman 
Elisa Joan Grammer 
Michael Stephen Hacskaylo 
J. Robert Harris III 
Steven Mark Heller 
Joanne B. Hickcox 
Ingrid Michelsen Hillinger 
Mark Joseph Horoschak 
Gary Alan Howard 
Antje Elske Huck 
Stephen James Kalista 
James Thaddeus Nejfelt 
Dianne E. O’Donnell 
Edward James Passarelli 
Debra Jean Prillaman 
Kathleen Thompson Puckett 
Deborah Dickson Shapiro 
Mark Edward Slaughter 
Margaret N. Strand 
Guice G. Strong III 
Kris J. Sundberg 
Howard R. Sykes, Jr. 
James Joseph Thomas II 
Charles Kent Trible 
Judith Miriam Wall 
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Leonard Arthur Wallin II 
J. Page Williams 
Class of 1977 — 30%
Michael Anthony Baranowicz 
John David Beckman 
John Bowditch Bennett 
R. Barrow Blackwell 
Charles Lorraine Cabell 
Stephen Craig Conte 
W. Scott Cooper 
J. Michael Estes 
William M. Flynn 
David Richard Forbes 
Thomas Joseph Gallo 
Peter John Goergen 
Anne Gordon Greever 
Ardath Ann Hamann
Jane Dean Hickey 
?QllQam -LwarL 0offmaVV Jr.
Christopher Jay Honenberger 
Muriel Norbrey Hopkins 
Douglas L. Hornsby 
Judy Lyn Humphries 
Daniel John Kraftson 
Kenneth A. Krantz
Edward Warner Lautenschlager 
James Sherman Margolin 
Sally O’Neill Mauldin 
Hubert F. McKenney, Jr. 
Scott Orlo Murdoch 
Forest Anthony Nester 
Anthony Joseph Nicolo 
Stephen Lee Owen 
Michael Daniel Phillips 
Douglas F. Pinter 
Richard Alan Saunders 
Darell Lee Sayer 
William Willoughby Sharp
Phillip Aden Short, Sr. 
Robert E. Smartschan 
Charles Aristides Stampelos
J. Edgar Wine 
Robert Kenneth Wise 
Janice Bowers Wolk 
Class of 1978 — 27%
Jane Higgins Bedno 
Suzanne Stone Brannan 
Donna Marie Briggs 
Morgan Diane Brooke-Devlin 
R. Edwin Burnette, Jr.
Charlotte Carter-Yamauchi 
Jeffrey *rQaV ,e\wQler 
R. Leigh Frackelton, Jr. 
Maxime Austria Frias 
Constance Harriet Frogale
M. Scott Goodman 
William Douglas Hamner 
Sarah Collins Honenberger 
Joseph R. Lassiter, Jr. 
Lynn Lautenschlager 
James Angus McDonald 
C. Theodore Miller 
Victor Alfred Neubaum, Jr. 
George Leonard Neuberger 
Sharon Elizabeth Pandak 
Jay P. Porter 
T. O. Rainey III 
James Alexander Ronca, Sr. 
Jeffrey Lee SKPreQJer 
Terry Curtis Seningen 
DeRonda Elaine Miniard Short 
Corinne Moore Stoker 
Zenon Charles Tencza 
Sharon Woods Villarosa 
Joseph T. Waldo 
Gregg Leland Warner 
Thomas Rollins Watkins, Jr. 
Susan Lynn Watt 
Daniel Richard Weckstein 
Douglas James Wright 
Class of 1979 — 27%
Francis James Baltz 
Alfred William Bates III
Michael Edward Baumann 
Nathaniel Beaman IV 
Richard Swoope Blanton
Nelson Adrian Blish 
Jocelyn West Brittin 
Timothy Michael Broas 
Sloan Brooke-Devlin 
Kathy Ann Brown 
Kevin Michael Brunick 
Gary Wade Crawford 
Elwood Victor Elliott 
Alvaro Garcia-Tunon 
Donald Anthony Gregory 
Barbara Swatling Griswold 
5arOeL /rQٻ\P 0arrQ[ 
Robert Quentin Harris 
James Andrew Hixon 
Kevin Robert Huennekens
Kathleen Ann Hunter 
R. Shawn Majette 
Gary Stephen Marshall 
Nancy Anne McBride 
Joseph John McCarthy 
Kevin Charles McCormick 
Clare Louise McCulla 
Edward Anthony McCullough 
Walter Butler Palmer III 
Carol Hill Pickard 
Richard Randolph Pickard 
Craig H. Smith 
Rebecca Beach Smith
Peter Alan Susser 
Colon Hall Whitehurst
Robert Williams Wooldridge, Jr.
Class of 1980 — 37%
AV\PoVy 0o\KPSQ[[ AVQSeeff 
Charles Swayne Arberg 
Nell Buckelew Armstrong 
Francis Cocke Bagbey 
Catherine Mahoney Blue 
Colleen Boles 
Walter Colby Brown 
Stephen Patrick Carney 
Thelma Young Carroll 
Ann Kiley Crenshaw 
Dennis Paul Crimmins 
John Warren Flora 
Martha Didinger Franklin 
,a^QL 5QKPael /rQٻ\P 
Milton Holmes Hamilton, Jr. 
Glenn Stuart Hayes 
Fred Anthony Holland 
William Benjamin Hopkins, Jr. 
James Frederick Ireland III 
Kathy Davidson Ireland 
Andrew E. Jillson 
Patricia Sugrue Ketchum 
Evans Leon King 
John Ward King 
William Edward King 
Christine May Kopocis 
Kenneth John Kopocis 
Gary William Leydig 
David St. Clair Lowman, Jr. 
Toni Marie Massaro 
Dorothy Martin McCorkle 
Sandra Jones McNinch 
Christopher Rowe Mellott 
3e^QV ,]ffy 6orwooL 
William Abner Old, Jr. 
J. Lee E. Osborne 
Stuart Alan Pleasants 
Ralph G. Santos 
Richard Morey Sherman 
Christine Barlow Simpson 
Donna Salhany Snyder 
W. Laird Stabler III 
Richard W. Stern 
Mark William Strattner 
Lydia Calvert Taylor
C. Gerard Thompson 
Walter Lawrence Williams 
:QKParL -rVe[\ ?olff 
Donald Ray Wolthuis 
Class of 1981 — 27%
Albert P. Barker 
Thomas Andrew Boshinski 
Samuel Morton Brock III 
Charles Ernest Chamberlain, Jr. 
Daniel Patrick Clark 
Christopher Anthony Corbett 
T. Andrew Culbert 
Robert Barnes Delano, Jr. 
J. Michael Gray 
S\eXPeV 5]rray /rQٻ\P Jr. 
Michael Warren Hassell 
Barbara Lorentson Heywood 
Daniel Chisholm Higgins 
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Michel Yves Horton 
J. Gregory Humphries 
Brian Randall Jones 
J. Bradley King 
John Francis Kroeger, Jr. 
Jacob Andrew Lutz III 
Mary Jane Morrison
Michael Anthony Nardolilli 
Pamela Gersh Nardolilli 
Janet M. Nesse 
Karen Tent Nickell 
Renae Reed Patrick 
Charles Dandridge Pittman, Jr. 
Robert S. Rausch 
Peggy Reynolds Reidland 
Paul John Ritz 
Charles Lewis Rogers 
Steven R. Salbu
Cheryl K. Short 
Mark Richard Smith 
Jeffrey L. <arSeV\oV 
Ronald Wayne Taylor 
E. Diane Newsom Thompson 
John Ward Trueax 
Robert Lee Vaughn, Jr. 
Class of 1982 — 32%
Mitchell Gerald Blair 
Jo Ann Blair-Davis 
Theresa Carroll Buchanan
Kathleen Dawson Caldwell 
Clement Dean Carter 
Georgia Branscom Carter 
Larry Dean Case 
Michael James Casey 
Roberta Ann Colton 
Jonathan Mark Coupal 
Garen Edward Dodge 
John Raymond Doyle III
Roy W. Ferguson, Jr. 
Aundria D. Foster
Alan Maurice Frieden 
Daniel Allen Gecker 
Jeffrey /erarL /Qlmore 
Jane Camille Halligan 
Brenda Ayres Hart 
Patrick Wesley Herman 
John R. Hunt 
Drewry Bacon Hutcheson, Jr. 
Douglas Tucker Jenkins
Ray Webb King 
Philip Joel Kochman 
Kathryn Derr Kohler 
William W. Kohler 
W. Henry Lawrence 
John David McGavin 
Sean Francis Murphy 
Eileen A. Olds
Kevin P. O’Mahony 
Patricia Mastromichalis Paul 
Janet Joan Lappin Quinn 
Mark Lawrence Rodgers 
William L. S. Ross 
Loretta Santacroce 
Lisa L. Schenkel 
J. McDowell Sharpe 
Meade Addison Spotts 
Clara Potter Swanson 
Michael Hunter Terry 
James Patrick Wallbillich 
Jean Penick Watkins 
William Norman Watkins 
Bill Charles Wells
Gregory P. Williams 
Class of 1983 — 31%
Debra Cooney Albiston 
Albert George Bantley 
Walter Randolph Calvert 
Richard Francis Chovanec 
Robert Ray Church 
Richard Alan Conway 
Audrey Jacobsen Copeland 
Cecil Harvey Creasey, Jr. 
Ann Kenney Creighton 
Sarah Louise Deneke
Timothy Dugan 
James Gerald Eckert 
Mark G. Ferguson 
Lauren Anne Ferrari 
Arthur Evan Gary 
Elizabeth Alexander Gibbs 
Joseph F. Giordano 
Bruce Bradford Glendening 
Edward Roy Hawkens
Michael George Hillinger 
-rQK /eorOe 0offmaV 
Toni Lynn Imfeld-Herz 
Robert Milton Kesler 
Donald Thomas Kiley, Jr. 
Joyce Ann Kuhns 
Edward Emerson Lane, Jr. 
William Anthony Lascara 
Daniel Glenn Lonergan 
Linda Peele McGavin 
J. Thomas Morina
Julie Brady Murdoch
Leila Jacobson Noel 
Charles Joseph O’Hara 
Sara Towery O’Hara 
Collins Leonard Owens, Jr. 
Chris Arthur Paul 
James A. Penney
James D. Penny 
Karen Waldron Perrine 
William Chadwick Perrine 
Michael Anthony Robusto 
Clint Douglas Routson 
Taye Sanford 
Louise Anna Schmidt 
Harry Benjamin Shubin 
Anne Ballard Shumadine 
M. Katharine Spong 
Sally Lou Steel 
Daniel Peter Stipano 
Barry Michael Taylor 
Robert William Thomas 
Tina Schober Thomas 
Kenneth Mark Wolfe 
Class of 1984 — 30%
Charles Edward Adkins 
Steven Lawrence Brown 
Elizabeth Chapman Carver 
Rolly Lee Chambers 
Mark Alan Clausen 
Beth Schipper DeSimone 
Alexander M. Donaldson 
Michael Robert Doucette 
John David Epperly, Jr. 
Nora M. Brown Everett 
Michael John Garvin 
Lee Ann Gustafson 
Virginia R. Hager 
Pamera Deanice Hairston 
Holly Elisabeth Hazard 
Stephen John Horvath III 
Richard Hugh Howard-Smith 
Sarah Shank Hull 
Barbara E. Johnson 
Barbara Louise Johnson 
Richard Gordon Johnson 
Scot Alan Katona 
Steven Edward Keller 
J. Paul Knap 
Eleanor Andrews Lasky 
Kenneth Jordan Lasky 
R. Kimbark Lee 
Raymond John Lillie 
Gerard Matthew Mackarevich 
Joan Schwarzkopf Mahoney
Brian R. Marron 
Eric Anton Mazie 
Andrew William McCready 
Joy C. McNaughton 
Deborah Lynn Mellott 
Steven Michael Miller 
Carla S. Moreland 
Bart Gary Newland 
Kendall Joseph Newman
Gary Wayne Nickerson 
David Scott Rudiger 
Philip Lee Russo, Jr. 
Gretchen Mary Santamour 
Lee Irvin Sherman 
Julie Anne Stanley 
Steven Harold Theisen 
Virginia Bidwell Theisen 
Jonathan Henry Walker 
George A. Warthen II 
Jere M. H. Willis 
/re\KPeV 5arQe ?olÅVOer 
Kathy Ann Younkins 
Class of 1985 — 35%
Stephen Martin Abdella 
Joanne Moloney Adamchak 
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Kimberly H. Ashbach 
George Asimos, Jr. 
Edward Janes Bell III 
Alana Culver Brenner 
Matthew Gary Brenner 
Ann Burke Brogan 
Patrick Michael Brogan 
Wallace Ernest Christner 
Amy Holt Davis 
Patricia Phelan Davis 
James Michael DeSimone 
Frances Pierson Dwornik 
Elizabeth Ebner 
Kathleen Marie Edge 
Raymond Wesley Edwards 
Debora Cress Embrey 
Elizabeth Ellen Ewing 
Junius Phillip Fulton III
A. Andrew Gallo 
Jonathan Andrew George 
Melanie Godschall 
Channing Moore Hall III 
Patricia Vaughan Haymes 
Daniel Brent Hoye 
John J. Jarosak 
Susan Lee Keilitz 
James Simester Long 
Cecilia M. Lutz 
Howard Taft Macrae, Jr. 
Cathleen Valentine Martin
Bradley Alan Maxa
Dana Duane McDaniel 
James Dewey Miller 
Laura Beth Miller 
Mary W. Murphy 
Steven Conrad Nelson 
John Brad O’Grady 
David Parker 
James Andrew Rauen 
C. Arthur Robinson II 
/orLoV Jo[eXP SKPQff 
Steven Lawrence Schooner 
James Anthony Shapiro
William Shewmake 
Geraldine Mullarkey Sterling 
Michael Laurence Sterling 
Craig Nicholas Thomas 
Deborah Bosworth Toney 
Edwin Stuart Waitzer 
Michael John Walsh 
John William Wesley 
William Howell Wright, Jr. 
Class of 1986 — 29%
John Owen Alderman 
Robin C. Ashton 
Mark Steven Bader 
William J. G. Barnes 
Craig Dennis Bell 
Steven Anthony Boileau 
Ivana Terango Bredehoft 
Helen Hart Cox 
Douglas Paul DeMoss 
Alison Vadnais Fauls 
Thomas Emerson duBois Fauls 
Anne C. Foster 
John Charles Garde 
L. Allison Garde 
Michael John Gardner 
Michael Allen Gatje 
:oOer /rQٻV Jr. 
Mary Gronlund 
Terry Eugene Hall 
John Francis Haugh 
Michael Joseph Holleran 
Christopher Edward Howe 
Jon David Huddleston 
Sarah Marie Hurley 
Thomas Edward Knauer 
Susan Wendy Kramer 
Dominic Paul Lascara 
Martin Paul Lavelle 
Gregg Henry Lehman 
Scott Guthrie Lindvall 
Catherine Millious Marriott 
K. Reed Mayo 
Linda J. McDowell 
Robert Lawrence Musick, Jr. 
Brian Thomas Ortelere 
Terri Lee Reicher 
Harry P. Sakellaris 
Mark Randall Semisch 
Scott Kevin Sheets 
Mark C. Simmons
Alan Dean Sundburg 
Jane Dandridge Tucker 
Colin William Uckert 
Rhett Louis Weiss 
Patricia Lee West
Class of 1987 — 22%
Lisa Ann Bertini 
James Matheson Boyd 
Paul William Boyer 
Charles Hampton Brown III 
Joy Marlene Bryan 
Kevin John Burke 
Deborah Mancoll Casey 
Bernice Herrman Cilley 
Thomas G. Connolly 
Nicholas C. Conte 
J. Thompson Cravens 
Barbara Turotsy Del Greco 
Robert Bruce Dickerson 
Erin Sheehey Downs 
Michael Durrer 
Virginia Katherine Fogg 
Richard Francis Gibbons, Jr. 
Donna L. Holleran 
Erik Anders Holm-Olsen
Sharen Padgett Hughes 
Edward Lee Isler 
Donald Peder Johnsen 
Jeffrey /. LeVPar\ 
Norman F. Lent III 
William Greer McCreedy 
Donald Robert McKillop 
Claiborne Turner Richardson II 
Douglas Lee Sbertoli 
Ann Marie Siprelle 
Fay Frances Spence 
R. Lee Stephens, Jr. 
Howard Arthur VanDine III 
James Peppler Winthrop 
Class of 1988 — 20%
Lee S. Bender 
L. Lee Byrd 
Annemarie DiNardo Cleary 
Jeffrey 6QKPola[ +o[\aSo[ 
H. Michael Deneka 
David Andrew Domansky 
Robert J. Eveleigh 
Anne Marie Fealey 
Brian Scott Frye
William M. Furr 
Tracy Nottingham Gruis 
David Max Hammer 
Kenneth Wayne Harrell 
Katherine Mary Hessler 
Diana Hamner Inman 
John Marshall Jones 
Keith E. Krusz 
Phillip Richard Lingafelt 
Joseph Patrick Moan 
Amy Birkimer Mulroy 
Kenneth Gardner Pankey, Jr. 
Gregory Arthur Paw 
Rudolph Quarles 
John Wallis Raymond 
Kevin M. Sargis 
R. J. Scaggs, Jr. 
Sarah Sullivan Schimmels 
Elizabeth Campbell Sokol 
Lynne Jean Strobel 
P. Diane Travers Stromberg 
Raymond H. Suttle, Jr. 
Robert Edward Trono 
David Edward Watson 
Class of 1989 — 23%
Donald Paul Boyle, Jr. 
Francis Joseph Brennan III 
I. Mark Cohen 
Mark Menton Dumler 
Anna P. Engh 
Michael J. Gaertner 
Lawrence Henry Gennari 
Joseph Scott Gerbasi 
Virginia Cook Gerbasi 
Amy J. Greer 
Connie Karassas Gutierrez 
Elizabeth Besio Hardin 
Jeanne Morrell Harrell 
Rebecca Blair Harutunian 
Lacy Estel Holly III 
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Kevin Lee Hopkins 
Pamela McDade Johnson 
Robert Wayne Jones 
Jean Marie Kallus 
Martin Niles Korn 
Randolf Krbechek 
Robert Blakely Lachenauer 
Michael Jay Lederman 
Jeffrey AlaV Lowe 
Stephen Edward Marshall 
W. Neal McBrayer
Bruce William McDougal 
Steven M. Mister 
Steven J. Mulroy 
Amy Thatcher Owens 
Mark William Pearson 
Peter Friery Pontzer
Larry Wade Schimmels 
Douglas L. Smith 
Catherine M. Stanton 
John Mathews Stuckey 
Marc Andre Taylor 
Paul Anthony Varela 
M. Leah Wright 
Class of 1990 — 35%
Diane M. Abato 
Christopher A. Abel 
Marcia E. Asquith 
Sara A. Austin 
Paul David Barker, Jr. 
Mark Peter Barracca 
Timothy Dickens Battin 
Daniel Paul Bennett 
Matilda Ann Brodnax 
Thomas Willcox Brooke 
Lisa A. Cahill 
Robert Harvey Chappell III 
Richard Carl Clark 
Kevin Francis Clines 
Cameron N. Cosby 
Patrick Campbell Devine, Jr. 
John Van Lear Dorsey 
Eugene Everett Elder 
Cheshire Eveleigh 
Sara Beiro Farabow 
Felicia L. Faragasso 
Peter Thomas Fay 
John P. Fendig 
Charles Anthony Fincher 
Donna Esposito Fincher 
Mary Allison Francis 
Lauren Elizabeth Freeman 
Laura Lee Garrett 
Sharon J. Glover 
Cheryl Alexandra Hamilton 
Mark S. Hedberg 
Christopher Martin Heimann 
Helivi Lue Holland 
Brenda Williams Holston 
Mary Catherine Horrigan
James Van Ingold 
Howard Lee Jacobs 
David Sherwood Keir 
Mary-Lynn Nawrocki Krusz 
Lisette Sell Lehman 
Andrew Ralston Livingston
Laurel Sue Marks 
Robert M. McDowell 
Catherine Meeker 
Monique Jean Migneault 
David B. Montgomery 
James Thomas Moore
Timothy Michael Murphy 
Daniel John Perry 
5QKPelle *oLley :aLKlQffe 
Caroline LaCour Smith 
Martha Leary Sotelo 
Thomas Paul Sotelo
David Alan Street 
Mary Jo Swartz 
Brian Kraig Telfair 
G. William Van De Weghe, Jr. 
A. John Vollino 
John Francis Wilkinson 
Rodney Turner Willett 
Class of 1991 — 21%
Heidi Wilson Abbott 
Katherine Spaulding Alexander
Brenton James Allen 
E. G. Allen III 
D. Jarrett Arp 
Amy Lapierre Atkinson 
David Marlow Atkinson 
Deborah Ryan Beckmann 
Diane A. Bettino 
John Jerry Bettino 
H. Allen Black III
Anne Elizabeth Bomar 
Robert Nicholas Bua 
Thomas P. Cody 
Andrew Michael Condlin 
Anne-Marie Shaia Condlin 
Annette Blyler Elseth 
Barbara Jean Endres 
Marc Forino 
Claudia Barnes Gangi 
S\effaVQe 6aLQVe /arre\\ 
Michael William Garvey 
Richard William Goeken 
Kurt Georg Hammerle 
Robert L. Harris, Jr. 
Elizabeth Newbill Harrison 
0. *raLNorL 0offmaV 
David Jay Ignall 
Dennis F. Kerrigan, Jr. 
>aVe[[a /rQٻ\P 3errQOaV 
Howard Albert Kwon 
Mary Baroody Lowe 
Melanie Faye Michaelson 
Monica Taylor Monday 
Stephanie Burks Paine 
Martha Anne Pampel 
Jeffrey 5elKPQor SKPlerN 
Marguerite Hopkins Taylor 
Gilbert Earle Teal 
Robert Vaughan Timms, Jr. 
Eric Montel Turner 
Steven Joseph Zweig
Class of 1992 — 23% 
Joanne Jones Allen 
Elizabeth Hallock Andrews 
David Lawrence Arnold 
Ingrid Maria Blanton 
Gregory Paul Brummett 
Robert Bryant 
Eric Sinclair Carlson 
Jane Sherman Chambers 
Michael Paul Chu 
Stephanie Rever Chu 
Elizabeth Dopp Chupik
Christian Lee Connell 
Timothy Scott Davis 
Kathleen Finley Duthu 
John V. Edwards 
John Chinniah Fernando 
Susan Barger Fox 
Steven K. Gerber 
Brian Paul Golden 
Dion William Hayes 
Amy Louise Jarmon
Jessica Leigh Lynch 
Jerianne Elizabeth Mancini 
Mark Randolph Matney 
John Thomas McNelis 
Christopher Michael Olson 
Matthew J. O’Toole 
Christopher Claar Reed 
Wendy Nuckols Reed 
Sandra Elizabeth Rizzo 
Patricia Erikson Roberts 
Neal John Robinson 
Mychal Sommer Schulz 
Brendan Linehan Shannon
Price Mitchell Shapiro 
Deann Reck Tigges 
Chamie Grandy Valentine 
Bridget O’Keefe Walsh 
Kevin Denis Walsh 
Paula Anne Wells 
Mary Ellen West 
Scott McIntosh Zimmerman 
Class of 1993 — 18%
Belinda A. Bacon 
Christopher Kelly Barry-Smith 
Timothy David Belevetz 
Lucy Williams Bowman 
Thomas M. Browder III 
Beth Kurowski Bunnell 
Robert Frederick Church 
Clifton Leland Corker
David M. Dalke 
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Kerry Anne Doyle-Shannon 
James Frederick Entas 
Anne Stuart Hayes 
Daniel Lee Hogans 
Todd James Hooper 
Richard Allan Hricik 
-lleV ,]ffy JeVSQV[ 
Robert Charles Juelke 
Deidre Cohen Katz 
G. Scott Lesmes 
Melissa Callahan Lesmes 
Veena Kumari Luthra 
Julie Gilges Martin 
Audra Lynn Miller 
Jubal Lee Miller 
Victor Jay Miller 
Nicholas Sean Murphy 
Joseph John Quigley 
Christine Marie Renda 
Gregory Keith Richards 
Maarten Willem Sengers 
Alexander Hugh Smyth 
Brian Campbell Titus 
Jennifer Lee Wier
Class of 1994 — 25%
Brian Scott Alperstein 
Christos Paul Badavas 
Marshall B. Barton 
Marc David Bernstein 
Anne Lindgren Blitch 
Arthur C. Bredemeyer
John Leslie Brownlee 
Donald Paul Bunnell 
Marcia Stuart Ceplecha 
Susan Beth Comparato 
William Michael Connolly 
Judith Mary Conti 
Kathleen Philpott Costa 
John Cussen 
Dawn Q jett Darkes 
Jason Robert Davis 
Nancy North Delogu 
Brook A. Edinger 
Suzanne Marie FitzGerald 
Kerry Casey Flaherty 
Pamela Conner Gavin 
W. Scott Greco 
Kim Van Horn Gutterman 
Jonathan Holland Hambrick 
Kathryn Wilson Hambrick 
Margaret Lewis Haymore 
Christine Mary Johnson 
Anna Mastracco King 
Christopher Dikran Koomey 
Charlene Chialin Kuo 
Benjamin Eugene Landon 
Lisa Hwang Lanphear 
Chandra Dore Lantz 
James Hardwick Lister 
Thomas G. Martinchek 
Patricia Ann McKenna 
J. Manly Parks 
Debra Bryant Pearson 
Marc Andrew Peritz 
David M. Pernini 
Teresa Brazzel Pernini 
Toni Michelle Randall 
Paul Patrick Rooney 
Andrew M. Smith 
Justin Bayly Smith 
Curt Gudheim Spear 
Lara Howley Walt 
Gerald Carlyle Wells 
Class of 1995 — 37%
Paula H. Agor 
Carla N. Archie
Walter Benzija 
Matthew J. Bissonette 
Susan Roussel Blackman 
Christopher Scott Boynton 
Erin Rebecca Brewster 
Michael F. Cox 
Mary Elizabeth Dingledy
Llezelle Agustin Dugger
Lara Mary Finch 
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Dennis Richard Foley 
Russell Lory Foster 
Bryan A. Fratkin 
Toni A. Friess Millner 
Brenda Lynch Gacki 
Louanna Godwin Goolsby 
Joseph Scott Guarino 
Leslie Sides Guarino 
Wendy J. Hahn 
Margaret Frances Hardy 
Linda W. Harris
Kenneth N. Hickox, Jr.
Michael David Homans 
Laura Dawn Hunt 
Gregory Scott James 
Robert Richard Kaplan, Jr. 
Terri Jean Keeley 
William H. Kennedy Jr.
Jean C. King 
Amy Rollins Kreisler 
Julie P. Laine 
Dawn Leporati Leget 
Thomas Jensen Leighton
Brett Anthony Loney 
Leo Monroe Marsh 
Brooks Patten McElwain 
Anthony L. Michaels 
Douglas E. Miller
Craig Scott Nolan 
Lisa Erin O’Donald 
Andrew Michael Ollis 
Samantha Stecker Otero 
Stephen Dennis Otero 
Lori Petruzzelli-Touponse 
Theresa J. Pulley Radwan
Adam Seth Rafal 
Douglas Steven Reinhart 
Andrew Thomas Richardson III 
Jonathan C. Rotter 
Megan Kelly Sandquist 
W. Carter Santos 
George Perkins Snead 
Kirstin Mueller Snead 
Douglas A. Steinberg 
Gretchen Lynch Taylor 
Michelle Walsh Tetreault 
Bradley S. Wagshul 
Amy Marie Waskowiak 
Erin Masson Wirth
Lara Zick 
Class of 1996 — 20%
Michelle Casale Anderson 
William D. Brick 
Alisa Pittman Cleek 
Laura Mae Conner 
Caroline Lee Cross 
Richard H. Cross, Jr. 
Barry Michael Deets 
Deborah Ann Eckert 
Paul Robert Eckert 
Theodore John Fisher 
E. Paige S. Fitzgerald 
Jeffrey 0amQl\oV /eQOer 
Dawn Raines Greco 
Christopher Russell Johnson 
Jeffrey Jame[ LamoV\aOVe 
Marc-Olivier Langlois 
James Lawrence Love 
Jon Marshall Mahan 
Jeffrey La]reVKe 5arS[ 
Christopher Bost Millner 
Diane Preston Moore 
Michael D. Moore 
Courtney Collins Nowell 
Todd M. Ritter 
Nicholas Meade Roegner 
Ali Reza Sharifahmadian 
Lorrie A. Sinclair 
Scarlett Hardy Spence 
Daryl S. Taylor 
Catherine Ann Trinkle 
Karl William Uotinen 
Mark Joseph Vucci 
Michele Bresnick Walsh
Class of 1997 — 23%
Christopher Ambrosio 
David Randolph Bennett 
Anne Graham Bibeau 
Susan Elizabeth Bruce 
Laura Feltman 
Michael George Grable 
David Reid Hausmann 
David McKee Johansen 
Matthew Reeves Johnson 
Yvonne Deidre Jones 
Ellen Dassance Kennedy 
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John Benson Kennedy 
Steven Vaughan Key 
Cynthia Cutler Moon 
Timothy Patrick Morrison 
Brenda Jean Oliver 
Charles Byron Ramsey 
Raymond Albert Raya 
Gregory Michael Romano 
Shaun Michael Rose 
Richard Harvey Roston 
Kathleen Elisabeth Roth 
Demian Asa Schane 
Edward Robert Schreiber 
Ramona Jenny Sein 
Alison Tuley Shaw 
Christine Moseley Shiker 
Ethan Weston Smith 
Alexander William Stiles 
Daniel Clayton Summerlin 
Ky Tran-Trong 
John Carl Valdivielso 
Rachel Elizabeth van der Voort 
Adam Werneth Walsh 
Anne Walsh 
Natalie Daub Wilhelm 
Class of 1998 — 23%
Jeffrey :][[ell AmJrobQaS 
Coburn Robinson Beck 
Kathleen S. Bergmann 
Kristan Boyd Burch 
Jeffrey AlaV +oPeV 
Matthew Philip Cohen 
David Lewis Coleman 
David Nilen Copas 
M. Ann Neil Cosby 
Rhonda Maria Craig 
William DeVinney 
Audra Ann Dial 
Stephen P. Diamond, Jr. 
Sean Paul Ducharme 
Peter Arey Gilbert 
Nathan Robert Green 
Jonathan Hill 
Brendan Holland 
<Poma[ Jeffer[oV 1> 
Eliza Hutchison Ketchum 
Ryan Troy Ketchum 
Joseph Shayne Kiefer 
Alex Beckham Long 
Eric Michael Marion 
Stephanie Zapata Moore 
Kevin Brian Muhlendorf 
Priscilla Hobbs Muhlenkamp 
Maquiling Bacdayan Parkerson 
Jimmy F. Robinson, Jr. 
Danielle Elizabeth Roeber 
Karanja Kamau Rouse 
Monika Eda Saimre 
Laura Spector-Morgan 
Christopher Josef Thanner 
Megan Carden Timmins 
Mark C. Van Deusen 
Paul J. Verbesey 
Victor Voloshin 
Derek Alan Yeo 
Class of 1999 — 21%
Timika Adams-Sherman 
Aaron Samuel Book 
Paul Martin Breme 
Kimberly Barney Burke 
Jean Louise Campbell 
David E. Carney 
Jennifer Vollmer Copas 
Christopher Roger Mack DeLacy 
Douglas Dziak 
Charles Edward Ehrlich
Mark D. Epley 
Francine E. Friedman 
Christopher George Garber 
<QffaVy +arLer 0]ll 
Karen Scott James
Kathleen M. Kedian 
,eaVVa /rQٻ\P 3]Kler 
Robert D. Kucler 
David W. Lannetti
Alicia Lewis 
Christopher Cochrane Matteson 
Gregory B. Moore 
Katherine Macaulay Mueller 
Tracy Hallam Oley
Kevin M. O’Neill 
Heather Stacey Parr 
Ross H. Parr 
Charles Dandridge Patterson III 
Stephen Clawson Robertson 
Cristen Sikes Rose 
Elizabeth E. Rylander 
James Anthony Sherman 
Allison Cox Skinner 
Jeff 5QKPael <Qmmer[ 
Martha A. Timmers 
Amy E. Webbink 
Class of 2000 — 32%
Jessica Rachel Arons 
Monica Mary Ayres 
R. Joseph Barton 
Mark Randolf Baumgartner 
Frances Joy Belisle 
John Eric Blanton 
Elizabeth Anne Breen 
Elliott Matthew Buckner 
Maria Christina Call 
Sara Ruth Chandler 
Raena Smith Close 
Paul Joseph Dechary 
Kimberlee Ann DeWitt 
P. Maxwell DeWitt 
Craig Alexander Anthony Dixon 
Trent Matthew Doyle 
Christopher Joseph Forstner
Daniel Charles Gasink 
Aaron Steven Goldsmith 
Amy Kirtland Graham 
Edgar Butler Hatrick IV 
Kristi Garland Hatrick 
Adam Lawson Hills 
Kevin Franklin Hull 
Carrie R. Hunt 
Theodore Leonard Hunt 
*rQaV Jeffrey 1wa[PyVa 
Kevin Martin Kenneally 
Kindra Lynn Kirkeby 
Stephen Michael Lastelic 
John George Liethen 
Rebecca M. Liethen 
Alexander Christian Linn 
Tate Custer Love 
Donald Washington Martin, Jr. 
Arnie Bruce Mason 
Pamela Jenkins Mason 
Dawn Sherman Meisner 
Michele T. Mitchell 
William Edward Nolan 
Nicholas Mihran Ohanesian
Earl G. Pinto 
Jeffrey Jo[eXP PolQKP 
Marc Edward Purintun 
Kevin David Rice 
Jason C. Rylander 
Leigh Hudgins Schreher 
Mary Elizabeth Sherwin 
Kenneth Roy Shook
Sandra L. Smith 




Class of 2001 — 31%
Robin A. Abbott
Erin M. Alkire 
Kara M. Ariail 
Mary Sue Busser Backus 
Stephanie C. Bovee 
Adam Casagrande 
Tameka Meshaun Collier 
Dustin Harr Devore 
Carla Palmer Ferguson 
Lisa Diane Finklea 
Robert Andrew Fisher 
Dana G. Fitzsimons, Jr. 
Matthew Frey 
Benjamin Alexander Goodman 
Daniel P. Graham 
Mark Greenspan
Audra Anne Hale-Maddox 
Sean Patrick Haney 
Jason William Harbour 
H. Lee Harrell
James Glenn Harwood
Emily Anna Hayes 
Bryson J. Hunter 
D. Mark Jackson
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Bryce D. Jewett 
David Samuel Johnson 
Toyja E. Kelley 
Julia Marie Kiraly 
Gregory Thomas Lowen 
Brian Garth Muse 
Jennifer Redmond Muse 
Elana Happe Olson 
Sheryl Lynn Orr 
L. Misha Preheim 
Jonathan Bray Reed 
Travis Aaron Sabalewski 
Eric Wade Smith 
Todd Nicholas Spalding 
Michael Alan Sprow 
Angela Marie Stewart 
Martha Swicegood Stwodah 
Jason Brett Torchinsky 
Stuart W. Turner 
Daniel Velez 
Jill Kantor Wainger 
Monica N. Wharton 
Shannon Ashleigh Wiley
Class of 2002 — 21% 
Jeffrey ?QllQam AlLrQKP Jr. 
Ada-Marie Walsh Aman 
Matthew Kristian Aman 
Todd Rowell Barlow 
Adina D. Bingham 
Matthew M. Bingham 
Henry D. W. Burt II 
Laura E. Byrum 
Lacrecia G. Cade 
Dennis Joseph Callahan III 
Chad A. Carder 
Melissa Ann Conner 
Anne C. Dowling 
Brooke E. Geller 
1rQa /Q]ffrQLa 
Jason C. Halliburton 
Saundra Mastro Jack 
Rebecca Borowski Jackson 
Shawn K. Leppo 
Courtney M. Malveaux 
John E. Mauk 
Shannon E. McClure 
Hadley B. Perkins 
Amy Lamoureux Riella 
Michael J. Riella 
Dennis C. Schmieder 
Heather Lueke Smith 
Elizabeth A. Speck 
Jennifer S. Thibodeau 
Stephen W. Thibodeau 
Sarah V. Toraason 
Erin Turner 
Stewart J. Wetchler
Holly Bench Wood 
Amy Collins Ziehm 
Jamie Desciak Zogby 
Michael C. Zogby 
Class of 2003 — 16%
Paul Ashley Ainsworth 
Christina Elizabeth Buschmann 
Ian Robert Conner 
Cheran Denise Cordell 
Andrea L. D’Ambra 
Alicia Davis 
Robert Ray Davis 
Zachary Scott Devore 
Shelley Renee Dolf 
Jason Gordon Everett 
Dawei Gongsun 
Charles Hathaway Gray 
Yan Huang 
Steven Paul Jack 
Brian Scott Kelly 
Matthew John Kemkes 
Amy Joanna McMaster 
Briordy T. Meyers 
Edith Margaret Min 
Ashley Renee Moore 
Benjamin Roland Orye III 
Wilson Clay Pasley 
Megan Marie Pietropaolo 
Kendra Langlois Roberson 
Jonathan M. H. Short 
Emily Harwood Smith 
Scott Lawrence Weber 
Joel William Young 
Class of 2004 — 25%
Gary Lee Abbott 
Peter G. Allen 
Sada Rebecca Andrews 
Kevin Michael Barnes 
Robert E. Barnsby
David Saunders Blessing 
Carter Ricketts Borman 
James H. Boykin III 
Sarah P. Bridges 
Benjamin S. Candland 
Jennifer Gorga Capone 
Nathan M. Cihlar 
Christopher Ross Clements 
E. Carter Chandler Clements 
Eric D. Cook 
Angeleen Godbey Cooper 
Harmon L. Cooper 
Derek C. DeGrass 
3e^QV 5QKPael ,]ffaV 
Andrew Richard Fox 
ALrQeVVe -. /rQٻV 
John Lewis Hughes, Jr. 
Heather Paige Hodgman Jahnes 
Kathryn Sacco Jensen 
Golaleh Kazemi 
Scott D. Kennedy 
Jennifer Macierowski Kirby 
William G. Lamberth II
Jennifer Ann Maceda
David P. Massaron 
Jennifer Komoroski McGeorge 
Todd H. Muldrew 
Nicholas D. Naum 
John Elwood Owens 
Mark V. Pascucci 
Michael M. Pavlovich 
Erika C. Reigle 
John K. Roche 
Seth L. Rundle
Timothy O. Schimpf 
Kristine Louise Schmidt 
Marya J. A. Shahriary 
Sean M. Tepe 
James A. Vatne 
SaraP6ell 0offmaVV ?al[P 
Spencer M. Wiegard 
Kerrin C. Wolf 
Class of 2005 — 29%
Leasa Woods Anderson 
Gilbert L. Baker 
Patricia V. Baker 
Carl Stanley Beattie 
Alexander H. Beeler 
Raul M. Bhat 
Elizabeth Ellen Bircher 
Michael L. Broadus 
Heidi M. Brown 
Christine Higgins Collins 
Richard G. Collins 
Emily J. Cromwell 
Stephen Thomas Del Percio 
Jennifer Maki Dodge 
Stephen V. Durbin 
Kerry J. Eaton 
Rosa Jean Evergreen 
Caroline B. Fleming 
Kelly Jo Gastley 
Sarah R. Greene 
/eoffrey /. /rQ^Ver 
Albert C. Guthrie 
William K. Hamilton 
Justin M. Hargrove 
Kimberly J. Hargrove 
Allison N. Hatchett 
Hutch K. Hicken 
Nicholas R. Johnson 
Mugdha S. Kelkar 
Gordon Carmalt Klugh 
Amanda Lee Kutz 
Lauren S. Lamberth 
James R. Love 
M. Janelle Lyons 
Andrew James Mack 
Claire M. Maddox 
David P. Mason 
Sean J. Masterson 
Robert A. Maylor 
John R. Mills 
Jason Stuart Miyares 
Maria L. Mullarkey 
+arl ,. 6eff 
Rachel Wheeler Northup 
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Ryan J. Pedraza 
-lQbaJe\P JaVe PeQffer 
Ian M. Ralby
J. Bradley Reaves 
Donald Thomas Regan III 
Marie E. Sapirie 
Andrew M. Skanchy 
John W. Stankiewicz 
David S. Stern 
Thomas E. Thrasher 
Class of 2006 — 19%
Jessica Diane Aber 
Jennifer O. Andress 
Joshua Ellis Baker 
Eric Peter Benson 
Megan Eliza Bisk 
Jessica Deering Brubaker 
Samuel Roth Brumberg 
S. Douglas Bunch 
Stephanie L. Crandall 
Michael Edward Dick 
Blythe Erin Dillon 
Melinda Ann Freyfogle 
Jeffrey Pe\er /eQOer 
Nicholas Heyward Grainger 
Jason Shin Hobbie 
DeMarion Perkins Johnston 
Michael Thomas Kaufman 
J. Nicholas Kornegay 
Anne Catherine Lahren 
Justin Michael Laughter 
Eric Michael Leppo 
Jeffrey *rQaV 5eaL 
Catherine Hope Molloy 
Joshua Tyler Morris 
Evelyn Rose Protano 
Marc Michael Rose 
Mark Alexander Sapirie 
Matthew Adley Shaw 
Shari Diener Shaw 
Matthew Stephen Sheldon 
Lauren D. Smith 
Catherine Miller Stern 
Edward Trivette 
Nini Tin Trivette 
Jacqueline Carry Turo 
Crystal Lynn Tyler 
Laurie Anne Weeks 
Brainerd Hunt Whitbeck III 
Kevin Scott Wilkes 
Class of 2007 — 26%
Tyler Michael Akagi 
Robert Prentis Beaman III 
William Leslie Boswell III 
Ryan William Browning 
Maryann Nolan Chong 
Yunup Chong 
Sean Christopher Clark 
Sean David Croston 
Christopher Kent Dorsey 
Brent Michael Dougal 
William Yates Durbin 
Robert Eugene Fay 
1aV SPQmoV 0offmaV 
Svetlana K. Ivy 
Daron L. Janis 
Jin Kook Edward Kim 
Thomas Chisman Martin 
Anne L. Mason 
Janet Sadler McCrae 
Elizabeth Yvonne McElroy 
Amanda Spruill Moorman 
JoPV ?QKSlQffe 5oormaV 
Melissa Anne Mott 
Edward Kelley Nickel 
Nora Garcia Nickel 
Tanner Alan Nielson 
Sara Catherine Outterson 
Michael Christopher Pacella 
Erin Michelle Page 
Reese Arvid Pearson 
Rachel G. Peternith 
Meghan A. Podolny 
Jacquelynne Jordan Regan 
Polly Kay Sandness
+PrQ[\oXPer .]l\oV SPQÆe\ 
MaryBeth Wysocki Shreiner 
Blake Douglas Skogland 
Andy Smith 
H. Van Smith 
Michael David Spies 
Allison Marie Stelter 
Eric King Stodola 
Paul Edward Sumilas 
Courtney Bennett Svajian 
Elizabeth Stutts Thompson 
Alison Wickizer Toepp 
Christopher Jamieson Toepp 
John Kyle Warren 
Leondras J. Webster 
Matthew Scott White 
William H. Woolston 
Class of 2008 — 20%
Kyle Richard Bahr 
James Jackson Bilsborrow 
Jennie G. Cordis Boswell 
Jamie Watkins Bruno 
T. W. Bruno 
David Thomas Bules 
Diana Clarkson 
Kathryn Bridget Codd 
Wendy Brooke Degerman 
Gregory Vincent Demo 
Shalanda Nicole Franklin 
Katy Mikols Franz 
David S. Galeski 
Jonathan Deva Goodman 
Courtney Miller Groh 
Megan Alexander Hodapp 
William Leland Holt 
Timothy Scott Hoseth 
Brian Charles Ivy 
Megan Tumi Jackson 
Layne M. Kamsler 
Megan Elizabeth Kaufmann 
Alisson Pouille Klaiber 
Kristin Nicole Koernig 
Kelly Pereira Lackey 
Daniel Breen Leary 
R. Joseph Noble 
Lawrence J. Perrone 
Nathan Allan Pollard 
Bradley Allan Ridlehoover 
Thomas Eugene Robertson 
Sarah V. Ross 
Catherine Josephine Rotolo 
Christina Trotta Roupas 
*QVLPya :e]JeV Sa^eLoff 
Ryan John Stevens 
Jason Lee Stickler 
Matthew Alan Stuart 
Stephen George Svajian 
Lindsey Robinson Vaala 
Tom Joseph Whiteside 
Joshua Steven Whitley 
Class of 2009 — 20%
Latoya Chantal Asia 
Sarah Bellinger Beebe 
Amber S. Brown 
Jennifer Gwynne Case 
Shannon Eileen Daily 
Allison Barger Eddy 
Seth McChesney Eddy 
Elisha Seaton Garvey 
Todd MacDonald Garvey 
Christopher Knowles Gottfried 
Troy Leo Gwartney 
Angela Cupas Hagler 
Nathan Edwin Hagler 
Krista Pietrok Hanvey 
Thomas Michael Hendell 
J. 5QKPael 0QVKPKlQffe 
David Christopher Holman 
Erik Jason Jennings 
Lindsay Rachel Kaplan 
Spencer Drew Kiggins 
Elizabeth Ridler Lamb 
Daniel Dominic Matthews 
Emily F. O’Leary 
Alper Ali Ozinal
Jeffrey SKo\\ Palmore 
Mark Albert Pike 
Kimberley Ann Piro 
Katherine Graham Putnam 
Cameron Michael Rountree 
Timothy John Slattery 
Michael Wayne Smith 
Brian Arthur Sterling 
Joshua Perry Steward 
Arpan Ashwin Sura 
Emily P. Uhre 
Daniel Nichols Whitten 
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Jason Robert Wool 
Chunlian Yang 
Class of 2010 — 32%
Ashley Ames Ahlbrand 
Hunter Thomas Allen 
Nikeshia Womack Arthur
Robert Paul Barrett 
Gregory Scott Bean 
Trent James Benishek 
Lisa Lauren Berger 
Timothy Edward Biller 
Julia Marie Bishop 
Jennifer Elle Bowen 
Christina Mary Carroll 
Sara Lynne Chamberlain 
Sharon Lynn Cordello
Jessica Ruth Coulter 
Lindsey Erin Craven 
Ashley Zema Crenshaw 
Charles Joseph Crimmins 
Joshua Paul DeFord 
Zachariah James DeMeola 
Andrew G. English
Jennifer Lynn Farrar 
Thomas Okuda Fitzpatrick 
Jo[P]a A[Pwor\P /off 
Andrew Aide Gore 
Christopher Todd Hall 
Amy Elizabeth Hensley 
Sarah Case Herron 
Michael Allen Hood 
Kevin Patrick Hudson 
Naomh Stewart Hudson 
Ashley Phipps Jarmer 
Stephen William Kiefer 
Kia Ayn King 
Michael R. Krol 
Anna Catharine Leist 
Colin Patrick McCarthy 
Jennifer Fleming McCarthy 
Myron Demarcus McClees 
Victoria M. McNamee 
Leeron Avnery Molloy 
Nathan Curtis Mortier 
Justin M. Neidig 
James Wright Noel III 
Kristen Dacey O’Connor 
Kathleen Elizabeth Parks 
John-Peter David Patrizia 
Leah Q. Pike 
Steven George Popps 
Andrew Palmer Reeve 
Jessica Bonney Reveley 
Christia V. Rey
Carolyn Opyd Rhodes 
Christine Nicole Roushdy 
Andrew Kelly Rudiger 
Carrie Pixler Ryerson 
Thomas Dean Ryerson 
Adrienne Michelle Sakyi 
Kristin Nicole Smith 
Jessica Hass Sura 
Marlin Gerald Townes III 
Edward Randolph Turnbull 
Scott Joseph Upright
Christopher Lewis Versfelt 
Lawton Buchanan Way 
Jane Wei
Kevin William Weigand 
Matthew Alexander Welch 
Rebecca Liane Wharton 
Alison McGuire Wood 
Armin Daniel Zijerdi 
Class of 2011 — 19%
Andrew Iverson Almand 
Anne Hampton Andrews 
John Richard Annand 
Phillip Shane Baber
Christopher Michael Bettis 
Brandon Lee Boxler 
Brian Ross Cannon 
Fitz Beckwith Collings 
Nicole B. Collings 
Kate V. Dafoe
Daniel Dawson Fassio 
Stephanie Gaylord Forbes 
JoPV SKo\\ .raVSeVPoff
Robert Forest Friedman 
Justin Levi Hoover 
Stanley W. Jackson, Jr.
Tamar Leah Jones 
Katherine H. Levy 
Bradley Andrew Mainguy 
Rustin Kent Mangum 
Justin Michael Marchesi
Courtney Lynn Mills 
Ambrosia Dawn Mosby 
Robert Edward Murdough
Stephen Andrew Murray
Jason Eli Ohana 
Johanna Lloyd Orleski 
Cara Boekeloo Ott 
Robert Bernard Ott Jr. 
Katharine Randolph Paine 
Amanda Victoria Ritucci 
Suzanne Renee Robinson
Rhianna Elise Shabsin 
Matthew James Sutton 
Karla Baker Thompson 
Garrett Dwyer Urban 
Lauren Marie Vogt 
Brandon Matthew Waterman 
Alison Renee Wills 
Class of 2012 — 20%
Joseph B. Allen 
Stephanie Bray Bitto 
Jeffrey <oLL *obmaV 
Bonnie Nicole Brown 
Kristen Marie Byers
Laura Marie Carini 
Andrew An-Yu Chan 
Melissa Ann Charnes 
John Paul Cimino 
Brendan Matthew Clegg 
Caitlyn Alyse Cotter 
Erin Elizabeth Deal 
Isabella Charlotte Demougeot 
Jeremiah Andrew Denton IV 
James Ian Dougherty 
Miriam Rose Epstein 
Katherine Peebles Fearn 
Jessica Ashley Glajch 
Kaitlin Courtney Gratton 
Destiny Shekinah Harris 
Andrew James Hass 
<Qmo\Py Jo[eXP 0]ff[\]\\er 
Joseph Harry Kaczmarek
Brittany Nicole Lee-Richardson 
Lillian Macartney 
Thomas Christopher Moyer 
J. Travis Pittman 
Thomas Wayne Ports, Jr. 
Benjamin James Reed 
:yaV /eoffrey SPallarL 
Jay Kant Sinha 
Nicole Jeanette Sonia 
Garrett Douglas Trego 
William Scott Versfelt 
Mark J. Villapando 
Mary Hamner Walser 
Davis M. Walsh 
Michael Lawerance Warwick 
Kristen Brown Welsh 
Jared Aaron Wilkerson 
Zachary Alexander Withers 
James Robert Zadick 
Samuel Lee Zimmerman 
Class of 2013 — 22%
Collin Reed Atkins 
Anna Tillie Birkenheier 
Eric M. Charity 
Obiajulu Chibueze Chukwu 
Emily Kate Cohen 
Baker Alexander Coon 
Kathleen Rose Cornelsen
Brian James Daly 
Merideth Snow Daly 
Hua Deng
Laura Kathryn Doore 
Daniel Ethan Doty 
Devanie Ann DuFour 
Elizabeth Lee Epps 
Wesley Jordan Evans 
William Brice Fiske 
Melanie Francoise Fradette 
Zachary Andrew Gennett 
Lauren Elizabeth Gill 
Lindsey Jeannine Gill 
James Edward Gross 
John Boyd Hoke 
Alexander Bohn Horning 
Jillian Marie Jacobs 
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Thomas Mark Joraanstad 
Kelsey Nicole Kremer 
Patricia Kim Louden 
William Zachary Louden 
Amanda Christine Lowther 
Sam]el /QٻV 5aVV 
Naomi Harralson May 
Sarah Elizabeth Melchior 
Megan Elizabeth Mitchell 
Victoria Wolfe Moore 
Deena Katherine Mueller 
Paige Suzanne Nestel 
Pamela Eunice Palmer 
Jesse Daniel Pound 
Anna Elizabeth Pulliam 
Daniel Seth Reeves 
Shanna Marie Reulbach 
Reid Charles Schweitzer 
Joseph Very Sherman 
Gregory Ross Singer 
Patrick Slade Slebonick 
Lee Evan Tankle 
Jarred Otis Taylor III 
Jean-Paul Benedict Theroux 
Demian Hieronymus von Poelnitz 
Gabriel Alexander Walker 
Katherine Elizabeth Ward 
Class of 2014 — 48%
Serge Agbre 
A. Gillis Allen III 
Katie Deborah Baranek 
Erin Elizabeth Barrett
Sarah Moser Beason 
Kristin Michelle Bergman 
Kristen Ekey Berke
Caroline Macgill Bickley
Robert Edward Blumberg 
Jonathan Robert Blusiewicz 
Jordan Bowman 
Alexandra Lynn Brockway 
Beth Rachel Budnick 
Keith Robert Buzby 
Rachel Marie Cannon 
Natalia V. Caruso
Jennifer Lauren Casazza 
Julie Virginia Cersley
Christina Nicole Cerutti 
Xue Chang 
Taylor Leigh Connolly 
Chace Aaron Craig 
Matthew Alexander Cramer 
Katlin Charles Cravatta 
Justin Carter Dausch 
Donghua Deng 
SKo\\ 0arrQ[ ,raVoff 
Gregory William Durham 
Jennifer Lynn Eaton 
Kevin Spencer Elliker 
Joseph Alden Figueroa 
Matthew Isaac Fine 
Matthew Gregory Finley 
Daniel Scott Foster, Jr.
Suzanne Marie Grassel
James Talmadge Graves 
Kaitan Prakash Gupta
Eric Ross Hammerschmidt 
Euticha Beth Hawkins 
Tyler Timothy Henry 
Gregory Peter Herrick 
Elizabeth Caroline Hill 
Nicholas Robert House
Eileen Setien Jackson 
Colin O’Brien Johnson 
Carolyn Rachel Cody Jones 
Michael Francis Kaestner 
David Arthur Kaufman 
Rachel McDonough Kelly 
Andrew Houston King 
Nandor Ferenc Royal Kiss 
Alexandra Leigh Klein 
Kaitlyn Ann Krueger 
Sarah Elizabeth Lambert 
Kathryn Ellen Leary 
Andrew W. Lindsey 
Emily Harriet Lippolis 
Alexander Nicholas Lott 
Yifan Lv
Alexander Snyder-Mackler 
Kylie Lopez Madsen 
Patrick Francis Martin
Kayla McCann Marty 
Grant Richard McLoughlin 
Mary Caroline Miller 
James E. Moore
Daniel Eric Nisenson 
Jeanne E. Noonan 
Katie L. Ocampo 
James R. Ogorzalek 
Lindsay Ann Paladino 
Raj Harshadbabu Patel 
Skyler Ross Peacock 
M. Elizabeth Petty 
Brett Walter Piersma 
Jenna Marie Poligo 
Adam Richard Prestidge 
Alison Mary Rabe 
Sean Joseph Radomski
Mark Thomas Rawls 
Katharina J. Rienks 
Meagan Elizabeth Roach 
Cassandra Blythe Roeder
Brian A. Rothenberg
Brittany B. Sadler 
Jacqueline Therese Sandler 
John Nelson Sando 
Michael Edward Schapiro 
Heather Lynn Schmidt 
Victor Daniel Short 
Elizabeth Cairns Smith 
Richard Christian Spoor 
Andrew Lawrence Steinberg 
Meghan Sara Stubblebine
Benjamin P. Thurman 
Katherine Elizabeth Tonneman 
Elizabeth Scott Turner 
William Kerr Warriner II 
Emily Caroline Whitaker 
Kristin Elizabeth White 
Emily Catherine Wilson 
Nadja Angelika Wolfe 
Paul Evon Wolfgramm
Melanie Veronica Woodward 
Kristen Lara Woychowski
Ariana Wright 
Peter Wayne Yagel 






















Charles T. Cox, Jr.
Vahid Hussayn Dejwakh
Christina M. Dwyer




































































Kevin J. Ryan, Jr.








































Mary Siegrist Hinz Leadership Fellowship
+olleeV :. SmQ\P ’ a reKQXQeV\ oN  a 5ary SQeOrQ[\ 0QVb LeaLer[PQX .ellow[PQX e`emXlQÅe[ 
the qualities of  the program’s namesake: an exceptional student, possessed of  a concern for 
others, and an outstanding athlete. Family and friends of  Mary Siegrist Hinz (1959-1984) 
established the fellowship in her memory following her death after her 2L year. 
Smith is currently clerking for a federal district judge for the Eastern District of  Virginia, 
and will clerk in 2016-17 for a judge on the U.S. Court of  Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. 
SPe wQll \PeV RoQV \Pe ?a[PQVO\oV ,.+. oٻKe oN  +o^QVO\oV  *]rlQVO. A summa cum laude 
graduate of  the College of  Idaho, she was an All-American in soccer and an All-Conference 
in cross country and track. In 2010, the National Association of  Intercollegiate Athletics 
named her female Scholar-Athlete of  the Year. At Marshall-Wythe, she was valedictorian 
of  her class. The faculty selected her for the I’Anson Award, an honor given at graduation 
to recognize great professional promise as demonstrated through scholarship, character, 
and leadership. 
“The Mary Siegrist Hinz Fellowship was a huge factor in my decision to attend William 
 5aryº [ay[ SmQ\P. ¹1 wa[ aJle \o NoK][ oV ÅVLQVO a Kareer Xa\P 1 am Xa[[QoVa\e aJo]\ 
wQ\Po]\ NeelQVO \Pe Xre[[]re \o \aSe \Pe År[\ RoJ 1 wa[ offereL \Pa\ wo]lL PelX Xay off [\]LeV\ 
loans. My scholarship gave me a freedom I never expected and for that I am deeply grateful.” 
Dean Douglas with Colleen R. Smith ’15
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Mitzi Sue Ackerman Ashe














































Hanne L. and Richard K. Berg
Jonathan Berke
Elizabeth A. and John A. V. Berry
Paul M. Bibeau
Amy and David Bihl










James Daniel Blitch IV
Iliana Blumberg
Nadine and Phillip J. Blusiewicz







Christine A. and Anthony J. Borzaro, Jr.
Anne M. Boshinski













































Dorothy Ellen Fisher Byrd
Beverly Kim Cahill
Richard L. Cairns III












































Allison White Cohen 
Dale H. Cohen
Debbie and Jamie Cole
Elizabeth A. and Charles L. Coleman, Jr.




Mr. and Mrs. Marshall M. Conner
Carol S. Connolly























Suan Norris Creasey 
Mark Thomas Creighton
Clarke Crenshaw, Sr. 
Jane H. Crimmins
Patricia Fulk Crist 
LoQ[ 5. +rQ\KPÅelL
*arJara 0eÆQV +romwell





















































Carol and Dennis F. Douglas
Dean Davison M. Douglas and  
Kathryn R. Urbonya




































Ford Franklin Farabow III
Gregory G. Faragasso
Timothy Benton Fariss
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Samantha Jean Quan Forsyth































































+PrQ[\oXPer Lee /rQٻV Jr.
SPeQla /rQٻV
>QrOQVQa -lQbaJe\P aVL /eVe +lyLe /rQٻV
JaVe /rQٻ\P 









Gretchen and Paul Gvoth
Katie Gwartney












































Laura A. Heymann and Mark A. Badger
David Arms Heywood

























































































































Laura R. Killinger and Adam M. Gershowitz
Allyson W. and John E. Kinard
Cheryl and Michael King
Joyce A. King
Kathryn P. King




























Elizabeth B. and D. Patrick Lacy
Martha Anne Lambert
Maydee G. Lande






Allison Orr Larsen and Drew Larsen












































Suzanne M. and Barry Wade Lovell
Amy E. Lowery
Gail White Lubeley
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Le[lQe *oVe[ aVL Jeffrey ,oValL 5aKlay
Jeff 5aLLo`
Karen Mahan












Patricia St. George Marron




















Maston Ross McCorkle, Jr. 
Roscoe McCormick










































































Kelly Professorship of Teaching Excellence
Since 2007, the Kelly Professorship of Teaching Excellence has helped nurture the 
extraordinary teaching for which the Law School is known. The professorship was made 
possible by a gift from the late Herbert V. Kelly, Sr. ’41, B.C.L. ’43, LL.D. ’93, who was 
senior partner at Jones, Blechman, Woltz & Kelly in Newport News, Va.
Adam Gershowitz, the current Kelly Professor and Associate Dean for Research and Faculty 
Development, is an expert in criminal procedure and criminal justice, and has written many 
scholarly articles. He has won seven teaching awards, including the Walter L. Williams, Jr., 
Memorial Teaching Award.
The Kelly Professorship has enabled Gershowitz to develop programs for the faculty at large to 
improve teaching. He has focused on how to optimize laptop use in the classroom, improve use 
































































Elizabeth K. Peck and W. Bradley Wendel
Jenny Pedraza
Susan B. Peet






Elizabeth Skelton Perry 
Andrew Peternith
















































Barbara L. and Nello Relva
Marion Kizer Renne
Nelson Martin Reveley
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Betty Sue Grombacher Shane
Deborah Dickson Shapiro
















Robert Duval Shrader, Jr. 




























































President Emeritus and  










Christina Checkel and Mark David Sweet
Leigh Mason Sykes
Rebecca and Victor Taber
Elizabeth-Anne R. Tackovich












































Henry Lee Valentine III
Terry and Timothy Vance
Mitzi van der Veer
Brittney Hewitt Van Deusen
Kelly Woods Vaughn
Jennifer Verbesey
President Emeritus Paul R. Verkuil and  
Judith Rodin
Katie McLoughlin Versfelt
Mary and David S. Versfelt
Michael Vickers
Patty and Larry Vogt
Michelle Moriarty Vucci






















Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Warthen III
Helen H. and Michael E. Warwick
Ann Waugh
Shelton Weatherford Way













Nancy and Gary M. Wheeler II
Anne Whitaker



























Patricia Marie Buckley Wolthuis
Janis Lee Wood
Thomas Wood





















Revive My Vote Project
Launched in April 2014, the Law School’s Revive My Vote project helps 
Virginians with prior felony convictions who are eligible for voting rights 
restoration to navigate the process of  regaining their right to vote. A recent 
grant of  $230,000 from the Knight Foundation’s Knight News Challenge 
greatly supports the project’s mission.
<Pe OraV\ allow[ :e^Q^e 5y >o\e \o LQreK\ly a[[Q[\ \Pe 7ٻKe oN  \Pe 
Secretary of  the Commonwealth with reducing applicant wait times, 
as well as to develop an online outreach platform to inspire, motivate, 
and inform prospective applicants. Leveraging connections with the 
Williamsburg Bar Association and other organizations, Revive My Vote 
students and volunteer attorneys are dedicated to advancing the project’s 
mission to educate the public about rights restoration and help individual 
applicants through the process.
Program Co-Founder Professor Rebecca Green, who also is co-director 
of  the Law School’s Election Law Program, says the Knight News 
+PalleVOe OraV\ eVaJle[ \Pe orOaVQba\QoV \o affeK\ meaVQVON]l KPaVOe QV 
the lead-up to the 2016 election.
2014–2015 Friends of  the Law School continued
Professor Green and Mark Listes ’16
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2014–2015 Foundations,  
Corporations & Law Firms
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.





Arnold & Porter, LLP
Aroma[ +offeePo][e aVL *aSe[PoX +aNe





Robert & Maude Cabell Foundation
Cache Creek Enterprises LLC
Capital One Financial
CarMax Auto Superstore, Inc.
Carneal-Drew Foundation






Covington & Burling LLP




Julius & Blanche Diener Foundation, Inc.
Dominion Resources, Inc.
The Edwards Ham Shop
Equal Justice Works














Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance








Our Lady of Good Counsel
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton, Garrison LLP
The Walter I. and Eva Grace Peak Foundation
Pennsylvania Power & Light
PepsiCo
James W. Perkins Memorial Trust
PNC Financial Corporation
David E. Post Family Foundation
Meyer & Anna Prentis Family Foundation
Principal Financial Group
Procter & Gamble Company
DT Regan Charitable Foundation
Ricoh USA, Incorporated
Anne C. and Walter R. Robins Foundation
Sands Anderson PC
Charles Schwab Corporation
The Sidley Austin Foundation
Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom LLP
Sons & Daughters of the Colonial & 
Antebellum Bench and Bar 1565-1861
Southern Environmental Law Center
State Farm Companies
SunTrust Banks, Inc.
Terry Peterson Residential Companies, LLC














Virginia League of Conservation Voters
Virginia Peninsula Chapter of the Military 
7ٻKer[ A[[oKQa\QoV oN AmerQKa 





William & Mary Public Service Fund, Inc.




To retain current faculty and recruit the best new professors, William & Mary must provide opportunities and 
funding for faculty research. Among those answering the call is the Cabell Foundation of  Richmond, Va., which 
created two endowments for research professorships at the Law School. The William H. Cabell Research Professors 
Nor 0· are Jeffrey *ellQV aVL 6eal ,e^QV[. 
Considered one of  the foremost scholars of  electronic evidence and an expert in criminal law, evidence, and law 
and technology, Bellin received the Walter L. Williams, Jr., Memorial Teaching Award in 2014 and the Plumeri 
Award for Faculty Excellence in 2015. 
At William & Mary since 1987, Devins holds the Sandra Day O’Connor Professorship and is director of  the 
Institute of  Bill of  Rights Law. His extensive resumé includes the books The Democratic Constitution, Political Dynamics 
of  Constitutional Law, and Shaping Constitutional Values, and numerous articles in top law reviews. He is also a two-time 





The irmMate Challenge encourages William E MarÞ Law graduates] who wor at the same firms or agencies] to support Marshall-WÞthe LÞ 
striving to reach 100 percent alumni participation at their organizations. 
We than those firms that participated in this program in Óä£x] and also wish to eÝpress our gratitude to the irmMate Coordinators at each 
organiâation who contriLuted their time and financial resources to help with this important program.
100% Participation Firms  FirmMate Coordinators
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP Francine E. Friedman ’99
Arnold & Porter LLP   Rosa J. Evergreen ’05
Greenberg Traurig, LLP  Stephen J. Horvath III ’84
Holland & Knight LLP  Christopher R.M. DeLacy ’99
Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP  James H. Boykin III ’04
Pepper Hamilton LLP  Gregory A. Paw ’88
Firms
(listed in order from highest percentage participation) 
+o^QVO\oV  *]rlQVO LLP  Jeffrey <. *obmaV ’
Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP  Andrew P. Reeve ’10
Norfolk Southern Corporation  Maquiling B. Parkerson ’98
Troutman Sanders LLP  Nora G. Nickel ’07
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP  Trent J. Benishek ’10
Sidley Austin LLP   Briordy T. Meyers ’03
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP Elizabeth B. Hardin ’89
Sands Anderson PC   Robert B. Delano, Jr. ’81
Hunton & Williams LLP  Sean P. Ducharme ’98
Pender & Coward, P.C.   William A. Lascara ’83
Hogan Lovells   Cameron N. Cosby ’90
Goodwin Procter LLP  Christopher L. Versfelt ’10 & Matthew S. Sheldon ’06
Kaufman & Canoles, P.C.  Mary Elizabeth Sherwin ’00 & Dustin H. Devore ’01
Venable LLP   Ronald W. Taylor ’81 
Locke Lord LLP    Daron L. Janis ’07
McGuireWoods LLP   Benjamin S. Candland ’04, Dion W. Hayes ’92 & Craig D. Bell ’86
Dentons     James J. Thomas II ’76
Vinson & Elkins LLP   Amy L. Riella ’02
Hirschler Fleischer, P.C.   Michael H. Terry ’82
Williams Mullen   Eileen S. Jackson ’14
Jackson Lewis P.C.   Garen E. Dodge ’82
Littler Mendelson P.C.  Katherine P. Fearn ’12
Paul Hastings LLP   Mary H. Walser ’12
Reed Smith LLP   Shannon E. McClure ’02
Vandeventer Black LLP  Jane D. Tucker ’86
Willcox & Savage, P.C.   Jason E. Ohana ’11
LeClairRyan   E.G. Allen III ’91 & Gabriel A.Walker ’13
Wiley Rein LLP   Daniel P. Graham ’01 (now with Vinson & Elkins LLP)
Jones Day    Tracy H. Oley ’99
Gentry Locke Rakes & Moore, LLP Abigail E. Murchison ’10
THANK YOU!
f Þou would lie to help with the irmMate *rogram at Þour firm for the Óä£xq£È Annual und] please contact Laura 
Beach at ­ÇxÇ® ÓÓ£-ÎÇnÆ lwLeac@wm.edu. We loo forward to adding the names of more firms in the coming Þear.
Class Dollars No. in Class Donors Participation
1950 $550 3 3 100%
1951 $100 7 1 14%
1952 $1,100 6 2 33%
1953 $500 6 1 17%
1954 $600 3 2 67%
1955 $350 7 2 29%
1956 $200 6 2 33%
1957 $600 3 1 33%
1958 $75 5 2 40%
1959 $668 9 4 44%
1960 $850 8 3 38%
1962 $1,200 12 3 25%
1963 $3,200 15 6 40%
1964 $90,397 14 6 43%
1965 $137,380 26 11 42%
1966 $35,711 35 11 31%
1967 $7,675 33 11 33%
1968 $67,125 45 19 42%
1969 $12,050 44 13 30%
1970 $10,650 38 14 37%
1971 $17,850 49 13 27%
1972 $42,680 49 15 31%
1973 $48,606 119 30 25%
1974 $100,261 138 45 33%
1975 $93,813 118 45 38%
1976 $56,714 126 45 36%
1977 $25,405 136 41 30%
1978 $227,006 129 35 27%
1979 $1,270,890 131 36 27%
1980 $38,152 132 49 37%
1981 $22,275 143 38 27%
1982 $83,503 145 47 32%
1983 $227,313 170 53 31%
1984 $65,320 173 52 30%
1985 $61,910 156 54 35%
1986 $72,125 154 45 29%
1987 $20,192 149 33 22%
1988 $25,387 169 33 20%
1989 $40,514 167 39 23%
1990 $54,956 173 60 35%
1991 $80,351 197 42 21%
1992 $44,360 185 42 23%
1993 $16,371 181 33 18%
1994 $46,304 190 48 25%
1995 $64,044 169 62 37%
1996 $22,235 166 33 20%
1997 $31,169 160 37 23%
1998 $17,745 168 39 23%
1999 $18,364 175 36 21%
2000 $34,820 167 54 32%
2001 $16,731 153 47 31%
2002 $13,835 176 37 21%
2003 $8,455 173 28 16%
2004 $21,068 191 47 25%
2005 $14,338 184 54 29%
2006 $9,835 201 39 19%
2007 $24,663 199 51 26%
2008 $19,120 207 42 20%
2009 $4,830 192 38 20%
2010 $11,821 219 70 32%
2011 $10,464 202 39 19%
2012 $9,469 214 43 20%
2013 $7,110 224 50 22%
2014 $17,116 223 107 48%
2015 $2,409 181 132 73%
Total $3,532,881 7748 2175 28%
2014–2015 Participation
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